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W

elcome – We are proud to introduce you to our brand
new Israel & Jordan brochure for 2017/18. Inside you
will find a wide range of specialist set guided tours, a selection
of excursions and some of the best hotels in both Israel and
Jordan. Here at Cyplon Holidays, we are passionate about
taking you on a journey of discovery and amazement in these
destinations, which both offer truly magnificent history and
world-renowned sites that should be on everyone’s to-do list.

This is Cyplon Holidays' first dedicated Israel & Jordan brochure
and we look forward to being your trusted, luxury specialist
operator to these fabulous destinations, just as we are with
Cyprus, Greece, Croatia, Malta, Montenegro and North Africa.
So relax – Your perfect holiday begins here!
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All our holidays are financially protected
Ask your preferred Travel Agent to contact us on 020 8340 7612 | sales@cyplon.co.uk

AWARD WINNING LUXURY SERVICE

L

uxury and Service are just words, but we bring
them to life. Enjoy a truly relaxing holiday
when you want and how you want, full in the
knowledge that a holiday with Cyplon Holidays
meets the highest standards in all aspects, as well
as complying with the strictest financial protection
policies. Book now to enjoy an unbeatable
experience from start to finish.

AWARD WINNING
Cyplon Holidays has received many awards in its history since it was established in 1972.
We have recently been recognised once again by the industry at the Travel Bulletin
Star Awards Ceremony with the fantastic achievement of “Leading Independent Tour
Operator to the Mediterranean 2015” making us consecutive winners, having won the
award in 2012, 2013 and 2014.

WE ARE NOW AITO MEMBERS
Cyplon Holidays is a proud member of the Association of Independent Tour Operators.
AITO represents Britain’s leading independent tour operators and demands high
standards of quality and service. Cyplon Holidays abides by AITO’s Code of Conduct and
adheres to the AITO Quality Charter.

FLIGHTS FROM REGIONAL AIRPORTS

OUR FINANCIAL PROMISE TO YOU

Whether it is scheduled, no frills or chartered airlines that you wish to travel on,

Financial strength and careful management have kept us at the
forefront of the holiday business for over 40 years. All of our quality

Cyplon Holidays can meet your requirements as we offer every Regional Airport flying
to Israel. Pre-booked upgrade services are also available and we can even arrange
an airport lounge-pass for you if you wish to avoid the commotion and start your

accommodation is licensed and independently approved, and we

relaxation straight away. Speedy/Priority boarding and even in-flight meals (on no frills

do not take any risks that could leave our customers out of pocket.

airlines) can also be arranged with our Reservations Staff.

As the only family run operation of our type, we offer customers

CYPLON REPRESENTATIVES

financial safety, reliability and a unique holiday experience. We are
a 100% financially-protected, independent travel company and are
licensed by the Civil Aviation Authority, conforming to the bonding
requirements of ABTA. All our air holidays and all the flights in this
brochure are ATOL Protected by the Civil Aviation Authority.

The Cyplon Family does not just reside in the UK, it extends abroad – Our Cyplon
Representatives will always be on hand to meet you & make certain that all is to your
satisfaction. Generally we will aim to contact you at the beginning of your stay & if you
would like to arrange a further meeting this is also possible. Here, we can provide you with
advice & tips on your Resort & its surroundings. You will also be provided with an aroundthe-clock point of call - in case you need any additional assistance whilst on your vacation.

PRIVATE TRANSFERS
Do not fear- we won’t put you on a bus full of 30-40 people! When you arrive in
resort, travel in luxury in one of our private transfer cars or for larger groups a private
minibus. N.B. Child and Baby Seats For Transfers- if required are at an extra cost and
must be booked in advance.

SENSIBLE PRICE MATCHING POLICY
In the unlikely event that you find a like-for-like holiday package cheaper than what we
have quoted, we promise to do our utmost to match the price for you. However, please
note, it is within our right to deem a price of our competitor “not sensible”, i.e. a price
where we feel that our competitor either may have made a mistake in calculating their
prices or indeed where we feel the competitor is pricing the holiday at lower than its costs.

FLUID PRICING AND USING THIS BROCHURE
Cyplon Holidays adopts a completely fluid method of pricing for its holidays. In simple
terms, this means we don’t fix the prices of our holidays from the outset and if any of
the prices of our holiday elements, such as air fares or hotel rates, are reduced
[as they do second by second] then you can expect to see a lower cost for your holiday.
In this way our prices will always be more accurate and therefore more competitive.
Please note that whilst the prices we display in our brochure are prepared with the
utmost care and attention, they are to be used for guideline purposes only. To obtain a
detailed quotation of your holiday cost, kindly contact your local travel agent or call our
reservations team on 020 8340 7612, or visit our website www.cyplon.co.uk

OVER

44
YEARS

EST. 1972

Tel Aviv, Israel

ABTA No.V5573

All our holidays are financially protected
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FINDING THE PERFECT FIT
We strive to match you with the perfect resort. Use our holiday
type descriptions to reflect on which holiday concept suits you
best. All the hotels in this brochure list the concepts for which they
fulfil – making your holiday selection easier and less stressful.

NO RESTRICTIONS

ALL INCLUSIVE HOLIDAYS
Our all inclusive holidays offer a fantastic way to efficiently plan and budget a trip,
especially for those with larger families or groups. We have selected properties
that offer a fabulous array of dining opportunities as well as top-notch recreational
facilities and grounds so that you get the most out of your all inclusive getaway.

BEACH HOLIDAYS
Want the sun, sea and sand? Are sunbathing and relaxation your key ingredients?
Look no further than our beach holidays. These hotels will be in close proximity to the
wonderful ocean shore if not right next to it– Paradise!

BOUTIQUE HOLIDAYS
Looking for something luxurious, intimate and perhaps a bit quirky and different? Try
one of our beautiful boutique hotels.

CITY BREAK HOLIDAYS

Cyplon Holidays will not restrict you unlike some other big travel
operators. byDESIGN not only allows you a great deal of flexibility
when choosing your destination but we allow you to travel on ANY
date, ANY day, ANY airline, from ANY airport, for ANY duration. We
also allow you to fine-tune smaller details of your travel such as VIP
lounge passes and even in-flight meals etc.

Looking for a hotel in the heart of town? Try one of our City break hotels for
convenience and a bit of cosmopolitan style.

FAMILY HOLIDAYS
Spending quality time with the family is one of the most important things in life and
something that Cyplon Holidays places great emphasis on. We have cherry-picked
the hotels that will provide you with the most suitable environment for some special
bonding time. Not forgetting a hotel that allows the kids to play and have fun in an
exciting, yet safe, environment.

ROMANTIC HOLIDAYS
Looking for spectacular scenery, sumptuous dining and that extra je ne sais quoi?
These hotels will help you find that connection with a loved one. Whilst not necessarily
an adult-only environment, these hotels will often have a separate adults pool area.
Failing that, then at the very least it will have all the other necessary ingredients to

4H

Eilat

VDA or via TLV

Dan Panorama Jerusalem

4H

Jerusalem

TLV

Daniel Dead Sea Hotel

5H

Dead Sea

TLV

David Citadel Hotel

5H

Jerusalem

TLV

David Dead Sea Resort & Spa

4H

Dead Sea

TLV

David intercontinental

5H

Tel Aviv

TLV

Kibbutz

Galilee

TLV

Hagoshrim
Herods Dead Sea

5H

Dead Sea

TLV

Herods Palace

5H

Eilat

VDA or via TLV

Herods Tel Aviv

5H

Tel Aviv

TLV

Hilton Eilat Queen of Sheba

5H

Eilat

VDA or via TLV

Hilton Tel Aviv

5H

Tel Aviv

TLV

Hod Hamidbar Hotel Dead Sea

4H

Dead Sea

TLV

Isrotel Dead Sea Resort & Spa

5H

Dead Sea

TLV

Isrotel Ganim Dead Sea

4H

Dead Sea

TLV

Isrotel King Solomon

4H

Eilat

VDA or via TLV

Isrotel Lagoona

4H

Eilat

VDA or via TLV

Isrotel Royal Beach

5H

Eilat

VDA or via TLV

Isrotel Royal Beach Tel Aviv

5H

Tel Aviv

TLV

Kfar Giladi

Kibbutz

Galilee

TLV

King David

5H

Jerusalem

TLV

Leonardo Plaza Eilat

4H

Eilat

VDA or via TLV

Leonardo Plaza Hotel

4H

Tiberias

TLV

Magic Palace Eilat

5H

Eilat

VDA or via TLV

Mamilla Hotel

5H

Jerusalem

TLV

Prima Kings Hotel

4H

Jerusalem

TLV

Scots hotel

5H

Tiberias

TLV

Sea Executive Suites

4H

Tel Aviv

TLV

Sheraton Tel Aviv

5H

Tel Aviv

TLV

The American Colony

5H

Jerusalem

TLV

The Norman Tel Aviv

5H

Tel Aviv

TLV

Waldorf Astoria

5H

Jerusalem

TLV
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Dan Panorama Eilat









BOARD BASIS

TLV

ALL INCLUSIVE

AIRPORT
TLV

Tel Aviv

CITY BREAKS

service and fine dining are the most important factors.

Jerusalem

4H

BEACH

will guarantee that extra special luxury holiday, where quality accommodation, top class

4H

Dan Panorama Tel Aviv

FAMILY

For our more discerning customers who are looking for a little indulgence, these hotels

Dan Boutique Jerusalem

SUPREME LUXURY

A

SUPREME LUXURY HOLIDAYS

RESORT

byDESIGN INDEX

HOLIDAYS byDESIGN
s pioneers of “Tailor made” holidays, Cyplon
Holidays can claim with some pride to have
been tailoring holidays before the term was even
coined by the travel industry. Our byDESIGN
concept aims not only to celebrate the beauty of
individuality when selecting a holiday but also to
combat the growing trend of mass market holidays.

STAR RATING

ISRAEL
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JORDAN

make your heart flutter.

byDESIGN INDEX

SPA HOLIDAYS

Captains Main Desert Camp

Camping

Wadi Rum

AMM / AQJ

Gorgeous hotels, with fantastic spa or health facilities – what more could you want from

Crowne Plaza Jordan Dead Sea Resort & Spa

5H

Dead Sea

AMM

the ultimate luxury holiday? Book specialist treatments and enjoy relaxing massages.

Double Tree by Hilton

5H

Aqaba

AQJ

Rest your mind, body and soul on holiday and come home refreshed and revitalised.

Intercontinental Amman

5H

Amman

AMM

Intercontinental Resort Aqaba

5H

Aqaba

AQJ

Jordan Valley Marriott Resort

5H

Dead Sea

AMM

Kempinski Hotel

5H

Amman

AMM

Kempinski Ishtar

5H

Dead Sea

AMM

Le Meridien Amman

5H

Amman

AMM

Marriott Amman Hotel

5H

Amman

AMM

Marriott Petra Hotel

5H

Petra

AMM

Mövenpick Nabatean Castle

5H

Petra

AMM

Mövenpick Resort & Spa Dead Sea

5H

Dead Sea

AMM

Mövenpick Resort Aqaba

5H

Aqaba

AQJ

Mövenpick Resort Petra

5H

Petra

AMM

Mövenpick Resort Tala Bay

5H

Aqaba

AQJ

Petra Moon Hotel

3H

Petra

AMM

Wadi Rum

AMM / AQJ

Wadi Rum Night Camp

Camping






























































BB = Bed and Breakfast | HB = Half Board | HB+ = Half Board Plus | FB = Full Board | AI = All Inclusive | * = All Inclusive Option | RO = Room Only
Please note: Beach may be a rock beach and may not be directly accessible from the hotel.
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WELCOME TO ISRAEL

O

ne of the most historically and religiously
important countries in the world, Israel is a
gem that many people plan to visit at least once in
their lives. Whilst Israel will always be renowned as
a historical and religious hub, it also has much more
to offer, including fabulous beaches, cosmopolitan
cities and vibrant night life. Due to it’s diversity,
Israel is best discovered by visiting more than one
part of the country, utilising the guided tours and
excursions we offer to help you fully appreciate the
importance of this destination. With Cyplon Holidays'
knowledge and expertise of Israel, we can help you
get whatever you want out of your holiday to Israel.

ISRAELI CUISINE
Because settlers came to Israel from all over the world, Israeli food is an eclectic mix of
various food ideologies fused with Middle Eastern flair. Quality is the name of the game,
and the fresh produce grown in Israel is some of the best in the world. Despite originating
in Egypt, falafel has been perfected in Israel and can be found on almost every street
corner. Other Middle Eastern inspired food that has been perfected in Israel include
hummus, shwarma and shakshooka which is a concoction of tomatoes, onions, garlic, as
well as crucial spices such as sweet paprika that is then topped off with a poached egg and
soaked up by bread. For the best and cheapest way to experience this cuisine, visit the
many food stalls dotted along the main street.
In the last 20 years, Israel has been making a name for itself in the wine world despite the
region having not made wine since biblical times. Quality wines are produced in the Golan
Heights region as well as Galilee and the Judean Hills. There are now over 300 wineries in
Israel producing both Kosher and non-Kosher wine varieties. Israel is also renowned for its
premium citrus fruit, so the freshly squeezed orange juices are a must have.

WEATHER IN ISRAEL
Given Israel’s geographic location, the north and western coastal regions experience a
Mediterranean climate, characterised by hot dry summers with highs of around 30°C
and cooler winters with the possibility of some rainfall, mainly between December and
February. The eastern and southern regions experience a more arid, typically MiddleEastern climate, with very hot summers with temperatures reaching around 40°C and

AT A GLANCE:
Airports: 			
Average Flight Time:
Average Temperature:
Time Zone: 		
Currency: 		
Language:		
Population: 		

Tel Aviv (TLV), Eilat (ETH), Ovda (VDA)
5 hours
28-30°C
GMT+2
Israeli New Shekel
Hebrew, Arabic, English widely spoken
8.5 Million

warm winters of around 20°C where any rainfall is negligible.

THINGS TO SEE & DO
There is quite possibly too much to do in Israel. This is why we would recommend to
anyone travelling to Israel to visit more than one place. Israel’s rich diversity makes this
destination ideal for a tailor-made, multi-centre holiday. Here at Cyplon Holidays, our
expertise and knowledge can help you get the most out of your time in Israel.
Starting with the historical and religious sites, of which most are concentrated in and
around Jerusalem, there is the Western Wall, the Dome of the Rock, Al Aqsa Mosque,
Church of the Holy Sepulcher, Mount Zion and Mount of Olives. It is highly recommended
that a stay in Jerusalem is accompanied by guided tours and excursions so that the
importance of the places you visit is fully appreciated. Day excursions and tours can be
arranged through Cyplon Holidays in advance, however those looking for a fully immersive
and educational experience are recommended to book one of Cyplon Holidays’ set guided
tours. These tours can be tailor made to your needs and wishes, and can also be combined
with stays in stays in other parts of Israel so that you can experience more of what Israel
has to offer.

8
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TEL AVIV

RESORTS IN ISRAEL

Tel Aviv is known as “The City That Never Sleeps” due to its hedonistic, 24/7 atmosphere. The city combines a unique and remarkable

Golan Heights
Acre
Haifa

O

theatre, music & opera; heavenly shopping opportunities; an amazing array of culinary choices, from the finest restaurants to tasty

Galilee

street food; and vibrant nightlife with many bars and clubs where you can party until sunrise. Adjacent to Tel Aviv is Jaffa, the original
city with a history that goes back thousands of years. This resort is ideal for a fun city break, a long beach holiday or as a stopover on a

TIBERIAS

wider tour of Israel.

Beit She’an

ST
R

GA
ZA

JERUSALEM
Jerusalem is one of the oldest and most holy cities in the world. No one will ever forget a visit to Jerusalem, whether it is for a short
city break, a cultural or religious trip or as part of a wider tour of Israel as the historical and religious sites are second to none and you
will find people from all over the world marvelling at the city. Here, the past meets the present with the city’s extremely rich history
and a dynamic present. Step back in time by visiting Jerusalem’s Old City, with its colourful bazaars, narrow cobbled streets lined with
traditional cafes. The New City is awash with high street fashion and jewellery outlets, cosmopolitan restaurants and modern cafes.

Jericho

DEAD SEA
Yet another world renowned site that Israel has to offer. The Dead Sea is one of the world’s first health resorts dating back to biblical

IP

verleaf you will find a brief introduction to the
Caesarea
Netanya
resorts that are featured in our brochure. Given
that Israel offers such diversity and that such a variety of
experiences can be had in this fascinating ancient land,
Ben Gurion Airport (TLV)
WEST BANK
it is little wonder that the vast majority of our clients do
TEL AVIV
not remain in one part of the country for the duration of
their stay in Israel, but they wish to explore and absorb as
JERUSALEM
much of what Israel has to offer as possible. Even if you
Bethlehem
are visiting Israel for specific reason, whether it be for a city
break in Tel Aviv, a religious trip to Jerusalem or to bathe in
the Dead Sea, the country is not so large that you can’t take
Be’er Sheva
advantage of more than one resort or city in Israel. Israel is
everything you want it to be and more.

list of attributes: Stunning beaches against the backdrop of the Mediterranean Sea; cultural offerings such as world class museums,

DEAD SEA
Masada

ISRAEL

times as the water is said to have great healing benefits due to its hyper-saline content, as well as the highly oxygenated air and the
hotel spas in the area make full use of these elements in their spas. Health and beauty products across the globe make use of the salt
and minerals from the Dead Sea. The area is also a destination full of historical interest and is home to the Qumran Caves, where the
Dead Sea Scrolls were discovered. This is also a great base from which to discover the freshwater springs of the Judean desert and the
Waterfalls of Ein Gedi.

EILAT
Eilat is one of the original Red Sea resorts and makes full use of the stunning beaches at its doorstep and the warm all year round
climate. The beaches here offer fantastic water sports and some of the best diving spots in the world. The city has many and varied
restaurants suiting all tastes, and a vibrant night life. Eilat offers VAT free shopping, so you can benefit from this at the any designer
shops and malls that line Eilat’s streets.

Eilat (ETH) /
Ovda Airport
(VDA)

TIBERIAS / GALILEE
Despite Galilee being a relatively small region in the north of Israel, it offers great natural beauty including the Sea of Galilee, Jordan
River, a stunning mountain range and the lush green Biriya Forest. Galilee also has deep Biblical roots and many sites of Biblical
importance, with the region being Jesus’ home for much of his life with many of Jesus’ miracles said to have been performed there,

EILAT

including the Feeding of the 5,000, Walking on Water and Curing a Blind Man. Galilee therefore attracts visitors who appreciate
stunning nature as well as those with a historical and religious interest. A very popular form of accommodation for tourists in Galilee
are Kibbutz, where there is a focus on communal living and nature preservation. Tiberias is a small city located west of the Sea of
Galilee, and is popular with tourists and offers a good selection luxury hotels.

Panoramic View of Jerusalem, Israel
10
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Jerusalem, Israel

Dead Sea, Israel

EXCURSIONS IN ISRAEL

I

srael is a treasure trove of experiences just waiting
to be discovered. Arguably the best way to fully
immerse yourself in the country’s wonders is to take
one of Cyplon Holidays' carefully crafted guided
tours that are detailed in the following pages.
However if you are short of time or simply do not
fancy touring the country for a week, then one of our
excursions, ranging from half and full-day tours, is
an ideal way to have a condensed and more focused
experience. The choice of excursions are extensive,
but here are some of the most popular choices to
give you an idea.

JERUSALEM & BETHLEHEM
WESTERN WALL, CHURCH OF THE HOLY SEPULCHRE & NATIVITY
Enjoy all the magnificent sights of our Jerusalem tour before continuing on to
Bethlehem for an extraordinary overview of Shepherds' Field; Then you will get the
opportunity to visit the church of Nativity and Manger's Square. It is important to note
that this part of the tour is subject to Palestinian authority regulations and passports
are required.
Prices from Jerusalem £105 per person
Prices from Tel Aviv £115 per person

JERUSALEM & DEAD SEA
WESTERN WALL, CHURCH OF HOLY SEPULCHRE & DEAD SEA
Enjoy all the delights of our Jerusalem excursions before continuing on through the
Judean desert to the Dead Sea. This is the lowest point on Earth and offers visitors a
very unique experience – covering yourself in therapeutic, mineral-rich mud and then
floating in water so high in salt and mineral content that it’s impossible to sink.
Prices from Jerusalem £105 per person
Prices from Tel Aviv £129 per person

JERUSALEM TOUR
WESTERN WALL, CHURCH OF THE HOLY SEPULCHRE, YAD VASHEM

Bethlehem, Israel

Church of Mary Magdalene, Jerusalem, Israel

Massada Tour, Israel

Hexagon Pool, Golan Heights, Israel

Western Wall, Jerusalem, Israel

MT. OF TEMPTATION & CHURCH OF NATIVITY

Drive to Mount of Olives for a panoramic view of Jerusalem before heading to Mount

WESTERN WALL, CHURCH OF HOLY SEPULCHRE & DEAD SEA

Zion to visit the tomb of Kind David. Discover the room of the last supper and the

Drive through the Judean desert and enjoy a roadside view of the Good Samaritan

dormition abbey; Take a walk through the Armenian and Jewish quarters in the old

Inn before stopping at sea-level for an incredible panoramic view. The excursion

city and onto to the recently excavated and restored Cardo, the Roman road. Visit the

then continues to Jericho, the oldest city in the world where you can see Zacchaeus'

Western Wall (aka The Kotel or Wailing Wall), and continue to the Christian quarter

Sycamore fig tree and get a great view of Mt. of Temptation. Visit the Mount of

before walking along the Via Dolorosa and visiting the church of the Holy Sepulchre.

ancient Jericho where 25 ancient cities were uncovered (*cable car not included in

Proceed to the new city and visit Yad Vashem, the memorial to the holocaust.

price) before heading to the city of Bethlehem; Enjoy an extraordinary overview of
Shepherds' Field and have the opportunity to visit the church of Nativity and Manger's

Prices from Jerusalem £69 per person

Square. It is important to note that this part of the tour is subject to Palestinian

Prices from Tel Aviv £89 per person

authority regulations and passports are required.
Prices from Jerusalem £129 per person

MASSADA & DEAD SEA

Prices from Tel Aviv £139 per person

HEROD'S FORTRESS & PALACES; SWIM IN THE DEAD SEA
From Tel Aviv you will take a route via the Judean hills to the lowest place on earth –
the Dead Sea; Gain a roadside view of the Qumeran caves (visit not included) where

KABBALAH & HULA VALLEY

the Dead Sea Scrolls were found and visit a Dead Sea cosmetic products retail outlet.

WESTERN WALL, CHURCH OF HOLY SEPULCHRE & DEAD SEA

Follow the shores of the Dead Sea to Massada, where you will discover the heroic story

Drive to Safed, the center of Jewish mysticism and Kabbalah movement; Visit the ancient

of the Jewish fighters. Tour (by cable car) the mountain fortress built by King Herod

Caro and Ari synagogues and the artists’ colony. Continue to the Golan Heights ; Stop at

where the zealots of the first century made their last stand against the Romans. Ex-

Gadot overlook (Mitzpe Gadot) , the memorial site for the fallen of the Golan, located over

plore the many remains of the walls, palace, synagogue, water cisterns, roman baths,

former Syrian bunkers and see the monument built on site in honour of the Alexandroni

mosaic floors and more. You will then head to the Dead Sea, where you can experience

brigade. Enjoy a panoramic view of the Hula valley. Return to point of departure.

covering yourself with the therapeutic, mineral-rich mud, then floating your stress
away in its ultra-saline water.

Prices from Jerusalem £195 per person
Prices from Tel Aviv £179 per person

Prices from Jerusalem £105 per person
Prices from Tel Aviv £115 per person
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Tel Aviv Beach and Coastline, Israel

Dead Sea, Israel

ISRAEL HIGHLIGHTS TOUR
7 NIGHTS - GUIDED TOUR

W

ith the 7 night Israel Highlights Tour, you
will get to experience Israel’s blockbuster
attractions including Tel Aviv, Jerusalem and the
Dead Sea. The tour begins with an overnight stay in
Tel Aviv and a trip towards Jerusalem the next day.
En route you will visit Massada, King Herod’s Palace
and get a chance to float in the Dead Sea. 3 nights
in Jerusalem will ensure that you will visit all of the
important religious sites including the Old City,
Western Wall, the Via Dolorosa and much more.
From there you visit Jericho, the Golan Heights and
Nazareth while staying in a traditional Kibbutz for 2
nights. The tour ends back in Tel Aviv for a city tour
and overnight stay.
PRICE INCLUDES:

GA

DAY 1 - SUNDAY - FLY OUT TO TEL AVIV FROM UK AIRPORT:
Depart from the UK for your flight to Tel Aviv. Overnight in Tel Aviv.
DAY 2 - MONDAY - TEL AVIV / BEER SHEBA / MASSADA & DEAD SEA:
Drive to Beersheba via Ashdod and Ashkelon en-route to Beer Sheba for a short visit to
the Negev capital. Continue via Arad to Massada. Ascend by cable car to the fortress,
the last stronghold of the Jewish Zealots in their war against the Romans. Explore the
excavations, King Herod’s Palace, the synagogue, and bathhouse and enjoy views of
the Roman camps and the Dead Sea. Possible ‘float’ in the Dead Sea, the lowest place
on earth. Overnight in Jerusalem.
DAY 3 - TUESDAY - JERUSALEM - SIGHTSEEING OF THE NEW CITY:
Enjoy panoramic views of Jerusalem from atop the Mount of Olives. Continue to
the Garden of Gethsemane and the Church of Agony. On to the Israel museum’s
Shrine of the Book with the famous Dead Sea Scrolls, then to the renovated model
of the Herodian city of Jerusalem. Drive to the Yad Vashem, the memorial to the 6
million Jews killed in the Holocaust and then to the picturesque village of Ein Karem
(birthplace of John the Baptist) to experience the largest open market in Israel.
Overnight in Jerusalem.
DAY 4 - WEDNESDAY - JERUSALEM - OLD CITY & BETHLEHEM*:

Gardens & Shrine in Haifa, Israel

Enter through one of the gates of the walled Old City to visit the renewed Jewish
Quarter, Western Wall, the Temple area and the colourful bazaars. Walk along the Via
Dolorosa and the Stations of the Cross ending at the Church of the Holy Sepulchre.

Israel
Highlights Tour

Afternoon drive to Mt Zion to visit the tomb of King David and then to Bethlehem* to
visit the Church of Nativity. Overnight in Jerusalem.

•

Return Flights from London Luton

•

Private Taxi Transfers

•

Accommodation on Bed & Breakfast

DAY 5 - THURSDAY - BEIT SHEAN / TIBERIAS / GALILEE:

•

Your chosen Tour + All Entrance Fees

Depart Jerusalem passing through Jericho, the oldest city in the world. Travel through the

•

English Speaking Guides

Jordan Valley to Beit Shean to visit the excavations of this beautifully preserved Roman

•

20kg baggage allowance

city. Proceed to Nazareth to visit the Church of the Annunciation and the carpentry

•

ATOL Protection

workshop of Joseph. On to Safed, city of the Kabbalah, for a walk through the mystic

ZA

ST

RIP

WEST BANK

ITINERARY

- 7 NIGHTS -

alleys, a visit to a synagogue and the artists’ colony. Overnight in Kibbutz hotel.

PRICES AVAILABLE FROM

DAY 6 - FRIDAY - UPPER GALILEE / GOLAN HEIGHTS / NAZARETH:
Drive to the Golan Heights, visit the former Syrian Fortifications and Druze Villages
DAY 6
UPPER GALILEE &
GOLAN HEIGHTS
DAY 7
HAIFA, ACRE &
CAESAREA

vineyards surrounded by breathtaking views and wine tasting. Descending to the
shores of the Sea of Galilee, visit the Mount of Beatitudes and the ruins of the ancient
synagogue and Peter's House at Capernaum. Visit Tabgha, where the miracle of the
fish and bread took place. Continue to Tiberias for a short tour of the old centre of

DAY 6
NAZARETH

DAY 5
TIBERIAS & GALILEE,
BEIT SHEAN

Jewish learning. Optional sailing in a boat across the Sea of Galilee to experience the

DAY 7 - SATURDAY - ACRE / HAIFA / CAESAREA / TEL AVIV:

Tel Aviv
Airport (TLV)

Head west to Acre (Akko) for a visit to the old famous Crusader stronghold and
DAY 2 & 3 JERUSALEM

medieval fortifications. Carry on to Haifa for a sightseeing tour including the Baha’i

GA

ZA

ST
R
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Shrine, Persian Garden and Mt Carmel for a view of the city and bay. Continue along
DAY 4
OLD CITY
& BETHLEHEM

DAY 2
BEER SHEBA
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DAY 2
MASSADA
& DEAD SEA

Church of Mary Magdalene, Jerusalem, Israel

tranquillity and scenery little changed during the past 2000 years (Subject to conditions
and fee). Overnight in Kibbutz Hotel.

WEST BANK

DAY 1 TEL AVIV

£1,225pp

via Banias, the source of the Jordan River. Enjoy a tour of Israeli wine country, with

the coast to Caesarea to visit the Roman theatre and the Crusader fortress. Complete
your day with a short city tour of Tel Aviv, Jaffa. Overnight in Tel Aviv.
DAY 8 - SUNDAY - RETURN FLIGHT:
Transfer to Tel Aviv airport for your return flight to the UK.
* Site under the Palestinian Authority jurisdiction. Visit subject to situation.

Ask your preferred Travel Agent to contact us on 020 8340 7612 | sales@cyplon.co.uk

Dried Fruit and Nuts

View of Tel Aviv at night, Israel

Jerusalem, Israel

Sea of Galilee

BIBLELAND TOUR OF ISRAEL
7 NIGHTS - GUIDED TOUR

T

he Bible-land focuses heavily on Jerusalem and
the sites and regions that are prominent in the
Holy Bible. You will spend 3 nights in Jerusalem
visiting the Mt of Olives, Garden of Gethsemane
and Church of Agony as well as the Western Wall,
Via Dolorosa, Church of the Holy Sepulchre, Mt Zion
and Bethlehem. On the fourth day you will drive
north towards Nazareth via Jericho and the Jordan
Valley and on the 5th day highlights include the Sea
of Galilee, Golan Heights and the source of the River
Jordan. You will arrive in Tel Aviv on the penultimate
day for a city tour with the last day at your leisure in
Tel Aviv or take an optional tour to the Dead Sea.

ITINERARY
DAY 1 - MONDAY - JERUSALEM:
Depart from the UK for your flight to Tel Aviv. Transfer to Jerusalem for overnight stay.
DAY 2 - TUESDAY - JERUSALEM - SIGHTSEEING OF THE NEW CITY:
Drive to Mt of the Olives for a panoramic view of Jerusalem. Continue to the Garden of
Gethsemane and the Church of Agony. On to the Israel Museum’s Shrine of the Book
with the famous Dead Sea Scrolls, then to the renovated model of the Herodian city of
Jerusalem. Visit the birth place of John the Baptist, the picturesque village of Ein Karem
via Yad Vashem, the official memorial to the 6 million Jews killed in the Holocaust.
Overnight in Jerusalem.
DAY 3 - WEDNESDAY - JERUSALEM - OLD CITY & BETHLEHEM*:
Enter through one of the gates of the walled Old City to visit the renewed Jewish Quarter,
Western Wall, the Temple area and the colourful bazaars. Walk along the Via Dolorosa and
the Stations of the Cross ending at the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. Afternoon drive to
Mt Zion to visit the Tomb of King David, the room of the Last Supper and Dormition Abbey
and then to Bethlehem* to visit the Church of Nativity. Overnight in Jerusalem.
DAY 4 - THURSDAY - BEIT SHEAN / NAZARETH / GALILEE:
Drive north via Jericho*, the oldest city in the world, through the Jordan Valley and the
new settlements to Beit Shean. Visit the excavations of this beautiful preserved Roman
City. On to Nazareth to visit the Church of the Annunciation, Mary’s Well and the

Lutheran Church of Redeemer, Jerusalem, Israel

Amphitheatre in Caesarea, Israel

carpentry workshop of Joseph. On to Safed, city of the Kabbalah, for a walk through
the mystic alley and the artists’ colony. Overnight in a Kibbutz hotel.

PRICE INCLUDES:
Return Flights from London Luton

•

Private Taxi Transfers

•

Accommodation on Half Board

•

Your chosen Tour + All Entrance Fees

•

English Speaking Guides

•

20kg baggage allowance

•

ATOL Protection

GA

Bibleland Tour
Of Israel

DAY 5 - FRIDAY - GOLAN HEIGHTS AND AROUND THE SEA OF GALILEE:
Drive to the Golan Heights. Visit the former Syrian fortifications and the Druze villages.
Enjoy an Israeli wine country experience in the local vineyards with exceptional views.
Take a wine tour sampling fine local wines. Travel via Banias, source of the Jordan
River to the shores of the Sea of Galilee and Capernaum. Visit the ruins of the ancient
synagogue and Peter’s house. Visit Tabgha, where the miracle of the fish and bread

ZA

ST

RIP

WEST BANK

•

took place. Continue to Tiberias for a short tour of the old centre of Jewish learning.

- 7 NIGHTS -

Optional sailing trip across the Sea of Galilee to experience the tranquillity and scenery
that has changed very little in over 2,000 years. Overnight in a Kibbutz hotel.

PRICES AVAILABLE FROM

DAY 6 - SATURDAY - ACRE / HAIFA / CAESAREA / TEL AVIV:

£1,245pp

Drive west to Acre for a visit of Crusader stronghold and medieval fortifications.
DAY 5
GALILEE &
GOLAN HEIGHTS

Continue to Haifa, sightseeing tour including the Baha’i Shrine, Persian Garden and
Mount Carmel for a panoramic view of the city. Proceed south to Caesarea to visit the
Roman Theatre and Crusader fortress. Continue to Tel Aviv-Jaffa for a short city tour.
Overnight in Tel Aviv.

DAY 6
ACRE, HAIFA &
CAESAREA

DAY 7 - SUNDAY - TEL AVIV:
DAY 4
BEIT SHEAN,
NAZARETH &
SEA OF GALILEE
WEST BANK

DAY 6, 7 & 8 TEL AVIV

Day at leisure in Tel Aviv, or an optional tour to the Dead Sea. Overnight in Tel Aviv.
DAY 8 - MONDAY – RETURN FLIGHT:
Transfer to Tel Aviv airport for your return flight to the UK.
* Site under the Palestinian Authority jurisdiction. Visit subject to situation.

Tel Aviv
Airport (TLV)

DAY 3
OLD CITY &
BETHLEHEM

GA
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P

DAY 1 & 2 JERUSALEM
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Ask your preferred Travel Agent to contact us on 020 8340 7612 | sales@cyplon.co.uk

Roman ruins at Beit Shean, Israel

Church in Nazareth, Israel

HERITAGE OF THE HOLYLAND TOUR
7 NIGHTS - GUIDED TOUR

T

his tour pays tribute to the land of Israel’s
incredibly rich religious heritage and offers the
opportunity to visit many sites where miracles and
biblical events occurred. The first night is spent in Tel
Aviv, followed by 2 nights in Tiberias where you will
get the opportunity to visit the site of Christ’s miracle,
the "feeding of the 5,000" and Mt Beatitude where
He preached the "Sermon on the Mount". Jerusalem
will be your base for the remaining 4 nights where
the highlights will include visiting the Wedding Church
where Jesus performed his first miracle, "turning water
into wine", a visit to Nazareth, Mt Zion to see the tomb
of King David and the room of the "Last Supper" as well
as a detailed exploration of Jerusalem’s Old City.

ITINERARY
DAY 1 - THURSDAY - FLY TO TEL AVIV FROM UK AIRPORT:
Depart from the UK for your flight to Tel Aviv. Overnight in Tel Aviv.
DAY 2 - FRIDAY - TEL AVIV / SEA OF GALILEE / TIBERIAS:
Visit to Jaffa for a walking tour of the picturesque alleys of the old, fortified town.
Drive along the coast to the archaeological ruins of Caesarea and then continue on
to Megiddo, the place forecast to be the site of Armageddon in the New Testament’s
Book of Revelations, an ancient city that has been continuously inhabited for more
than 5,000 years. Continue on toward the Sea of Galilee. Overnight in Tiberias.
DAY 3 - SATURDAY - SEA OF GALILEE:
Start the day from Tiberias, where Jesus lived and preached on the shores of the Sea of
Galilee. Head towards Capernaum, the centre of Jesus ministry and then to Tabgha, the
site of Christ’s miracle of the "Feeding of the 5,000" and the Church of Multiplication. On to
Mt Beatitudes where Jesus preached the ‘Sermon on the Mount’ and where it is believed
that Jesus selected his 12 Apostles. Ascend the Golan Heights to enjoy the panoramic views
of the peaks of Mt. Hermon and the Hula Valley below. Overnight in Tiberias.
DAY 4 - SUNDAY - SEA OF GALILEE / JORDAN RIVER / JERUSALEM:
Western Wall, also known as the "Wailing Wall", Israel

Travel to Nazareth in the morning, where Jesus spent his childhood and the Church
appeared to the Virgin Mary. You will also see Mary’s Well and Joseph’s Church.
Proceed to nearby Cana to visit the Wedding Church where Jesus performed his first

RIP
ST

its recently excavated amphitheatre. Overnight in Jerusalem.

•

Return Flights from London Luton

•

Private Taxi Transfers

DAY 5 - MONDAY - MASSADA & DEAD SEA:

•

Accommodation on Bed & Breakfast

•

Your chosen Tour + All Entrance Fees

•

English Speaking Guides

•

20kg baggage allowance

•

ATOL Protection

GA

ZA

PRICE INCLUDES:

Heritage of the
Holyland Tour

En route to the Dead Sea, visit the site of the Qumran Caves* where the Dead Sea Scrolls
were discovered. Continue to Massada which is situated on an isolated cliff in the Judean
Desert, a site declared as a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2001. Ascend by cable car to
the fortress, which was the last stronghold of the Jewish Zealots in their war against the
Romans. Visit the excavations, King Herod’s palace, the synagogue, bathhouse and much

- 7 NIGHTS -

more. Enjoy the breathtaking view of the Roman camps and the Dead Sea. Possible
“float” in the salty, mineral rich, waters of the Dead Sea. Overnight in Jerusalem.

PRICES AVAILABLE FROM

DAY 6 - TUESDAY – JERUSALEM:

£1,299pp

Start the day at Mt. Scopus enjoying the spectacular panoramic views of Jerusalem. Visit
the Mount of Olives with a stop at the site where Jesus first gave the Lord’s Prayer and

DAY 2, 3 & 4
TIBERIAS &
SEA OF GALILEE

Hanukkah Menorah candelabra

Church of Mary Magdalene, Jerusalem, Israel

miracle, “Turning Water into Wine”. Drive through the Jordan Valley to Beit Shean with

WEST BANK

the Garden of Gethsemane where Judas betrayed Jesus. Proceed to Jerusalem’s Old
City where you will see the Western Wall and the actual site of the Second Temple, the
Temple Mount. Walk the Way of the Cross, the Via Dolorosa, to Calvary and the Church of
the Holy Sepulchre, housing both the traditional site of Crucifixion and the Tomb of the
Resurrection. To the southwest, just outside the Old City, is Mount Zion, with the traditional
DAY 4
JORDAN RIVER

tomb of King David and the Room of the "Last Supper". Overnight in Jerusalem.
DAY 7 - WEDNESDAY – JERUSALEM:
Day 7 tour includes Yad Vashem, the official memorial to the Jewish victims of the

WEST BANK

DAY 1 & 2 TEL AVIV

Holocaust. Enjoy Ein Karem; a picturesque village in the south western outskirts of
Jerusalem where it is believed that John the Baptist was born. Visit the Israel Museum.

Tel Aviv
Airport (TLV)

Drive by the Knesset (House of Parliament) and the campus of Hebrew University. Visit
DAY 4, 5, 6 & 7
JERUSALEM

Bethlehem* to see Rachel’s Tomb and the Church of the Nativity. Overnight in Jerusalem.
DAY 8 - THURSDAY – RETURN FLIGHT:

GA
ZA
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Transfer to Tel Aviv airport for your return flight to the UK.
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DAY 5
MASSADA &
DEAD SEA

Church of the Primacy near Galilee, Israel

of Annunciation, built on the site where Christians believe the Archangel Gabriel

* Site under the Palestinian Authority jurisdiction. Visit subject to situation.

Ask your preferred Travel Agent to contact us on 020 8340 7612 | sales@cyplon.co.uk

Dead Sea, Israel

Traditional Breakfast in Galilee, Israel

Petra Monastery, Jordan

Jerusalem, Israel

HERITAGE OF THE HOLYLAND + JORDAN TOUR
10 NIGHTS - GUIDED TOUR

T

he ‘Heritage of the Holy Land & Jordan’ tour is an
11 day/10 night tour that combines the 7 night
itinerary of the ‘Heritage of the Holy Land’ tour (page
18), which places special emphasis and importance
on Israel’s religious history and sites, with an extra 3
nights in neighbouring Jordan. Here guests will have
the opportunity to marvel at some of Jordan’s very own
major historical and religious sites as well as the distinct
and stunning natural landscape, including the ancient
city of Petra and Amman, the beautiful desert expanse of
Wadi Rum and Mount Nebo. This is a fantastic, in-depth
tour where you will be able to discover 2 ancient and
historical lands that share massive religious importance.

NOTE: This tour begins with the itinerary of the 'Heritage of the Holy Land' tour which
can be found on Page 18. However, instead of the tour ending on the 8th Day, the
'Heritage of the Holyland & Jordan' tour continues and guests will cross the border
into Jordan as detailed below.

ITINERARY
DAY 9 - THURSDAY - JERUSALEM – AMMAN:
Drive from Jerusalem to the border crossing to enter Jordan. Proceed to Jerash - city of
the Decapolis, located about 45km north of Amman. Visit the ancient Roman city with
colonnaded streets, the baths and the hill of the top Temple etc. Drive to Amman for a
panoramic city tour of the Jordanian capital. Overnight in Amman.
DAY 10 - FRIDAY - AMMAN - PETRA:
After breakfast, drive along the Desert Highway to Wadi Musa, the modern village of
Petra. Enter the site of Petra and walk, or ride on horseback to the "Siq" (Canyon). Walk
through the "Siq" to the red rock city, the ancient capital of the Nabateans from
3rd Century BC to 2nd Century AD. Visit the most interesting carved monuments such
as the Treasury (El Khazneh - a tomb of a Nabatean king) then the field of tombs,
obelisks and the altar (Al Madhbah) - from this point you can view the whole of the city.
After the visit return to Wadi Musa. Overnight in Petra.
DAY 11 - SATURDAY - PETRA - WADI RUM JEEPS - MADABA - MOUNT NEBO - AMMAN:
After breakfast drive south to the towering mountains and rock formations of Wadi

Heritage of the
Holyland
+ Jordan tour

Rum, which mesmerised Lawrence of Arabia. Drive through the stunning desert
landscapes on a jeep safari, visiting the Lawrence Spring and Khazali Canyon. Drive
north to Madaba to visit the remains of the Byzantine church with its mosaic floor

DAY 2, 3 & 4
TIBERIAS &
SEA OF GALILEE

map, the oldest survivng original cartographic depiction of the Holy Land and
Jerusalem. Continue about 10km, to Mount Nebo, from where Moses viewed the
Promised Land. From here you can see the Jordan Valley, Jericho and the Dead Sea.
Overnight in Amman.
DAY 4
JORDAN RIVER

WEST BANK

After breakfast, leave the hotel and drive to the border. Cross the Jordan River and drive

DAY 11
MADABA,
MOUNT NEBO
& AMMAN
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DAY 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 12
JERUSALEM
DAY 5
MASADA &
DEAD SEA

JORDAN

ISRAEL

PRICES AVAILABLE FROM

PRICE INCLUDES:
•

Return Flights from London Luton

•

Private Taxi Transfers

•

Accommodation on Bed & Breakfast

•

Your chosen Tour + All Entrance Fees

•

English Speaking Guides

•

20kg baggage allowance

•

ATOL Protection

DAY 10 & 11
PETRA

DAY 11
WADI RUM

20

- 10 NIGHTS -

DAY 9
JERASH &
AMMAN

Tel Aviv
Airport (TLV)

GA
ZA

DAY 12 - SUNDAY - AMMAN - SHEIKH HUSSEIN – JERUSALEM/TEL AVIV:
back to Ben Gurion Airport, Jerusalem or Tel Aviv should you wish to continue your stay.

DAY 1 & 2 TEL AVIV

Ask your preferred Travel Agent to contact us on 020 8340 7612 | sales@cyplon.co.uk

Jordanian Souvenir

Capital City Amman, Jordan

£1,899pp
Wadi Rum Desert, Jordan

Dead Sea, Jordan

byDESIGN

ISROTEL ROYAL BEACH
TEL AVIV

TEL AVIV

oyal Beach Tel Aviv is an icon the Tel Aviv skyline and ideally located along the famed
Herbert Samuel Street, adjacent to the incredible Tel Aviv coastline and providing direct
access to the beach. The hotel itself is a towering 23 storeys tall with all rooms benefiting from
sea views. The interior design of the hotel is rather stunning and provides a modern and chic
ambience. From the hotel lobby to the Israeli-Mediterranean gourmet restaurant “West Side”
and the accommodation, guests will be highly impressed with the décor and attention to detail
throughout the hotel.

FEATURES
• Direct beach access
• Free Wifi throughout the hotel
• Room service
• Concierge
• Laundry and dry cleaning
• Paid car parking
LEISURE FACILITIES
• Outdoor pool and kids pool (closed during winter season) • ‘Carmel Forest Spa’ with numerous
treatment rooms and over 70 body and beauty treatments, sauna, steam room, hot tub and
relaxation area • ‘Cloud 9’ fitness centre
DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
• “West Side” Restaurant – stylish and panoramic restaurant serving contemporary
Israeli-Mediterranean cuisine for breakfast and dinner
• “Rbar” – chic lobby lounge bar
• “Chill Out Bar” – poolside venue serving light meals, ice creams and refreshments
ACCOMMODATION
Rooms are modern in design and offer free Wifi, air conditioning, flat screen TV, mini bar, safe, tea
and coffee making facilities and hair dryer. Certain room categories do not have balconies.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON

22

High-Season

£929

£999

£1,079

Terms & Conditions:
Prices are subject to availability and can change without notice.
Based on 2 adults sharing a room, 4 nights with flights from
London Luton. Please contact us for an up-to-date price.

Supreme Luxury
Family
Beach
Spa
City Break

SHERATON TEL AVIV
TEL AVIV

byDESIGN

THE NORMAN TEL AVIV
TEL AVIV

A

O

T

FEATURES
• Direct access to sandy beach
• 24 hour room service • WiFi
• Concierge service • Boutique
• Hair and beauty salon • Gift shop
• Baby-sitting service • Laundry and dry cleaning service

FEATURES
• Direct access to the beach
• FREE WiFi throughout the hotel
• 24 hour room service • Concierge service
• Hair and beauty salon • Paid car parking
• Gift shop • Florist • Laundry and dry cleaning services

LEISURE FACILITIES
• Outdoor salt water swimming pool • Children’s pool
• ‘Sheva Spa’ with full menu of unique massages & treatments, sauna, steam rooms, relaxation room
• Gym with state of the art Technogym equipment

LEISURE FACILITIES
• Outdoor pool • Kids pool • 24 hour gym
• ‘Cielo Spa’ with 14 treatment rooms, sauna, hammam and extensive massage and treatment menu

FEATURES
• 10 minute walk from the beach
• FREE WiFi throughout the hotel
• Room service • Concierge service
• “The Conservatory” lounge
• Free valet parking
• Dry cleaning service

fine hotel with an excellent reputation, the Hilton Tel Aviv offers the highest standards
of accommodation and service. The hotel is located on the shores of the Mediterranean,
in the heart of Independence Park with direct access to the beach and just minutes from the
centre of Tel Aviv. From Mediterranean cuisine to a sushi bar, this hotel caters to all and with its
extensive pool area (saltwater; seasonal), direct access to the Hilton’s beach. The hotel’s Cybex
Spa (pay locally) offers relaxing massage and aromatherapy treatments using Darphin natural
herb products and there is also a sauna, steam room and fitness equipment available.

DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
• “Café Med”- fresh buffet breakfasts
• “Chloely’s” – classic French and Mediterranean cuisine with a Kosher twist
• “Yakimono Shushi Bar” – authentic sushi and sashimi
• “Lobby Lounge & Bar” – informal lounge to enjoy coffees, cocktails & desserts with magnificent views
• “Pool Bar” – alfresco lunches
ACCOMMODATION
All rooms and suites at the Hilton Tel Aviv are modern and spacious, each featuring a private
balcony, internet access, air conditioning, cable TV with on PPV movies, safe, mini bar, bath slippers,
complimentary bathroom amenities and tea and coffee making facilities.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON

Mid-Season

TEL AVIV

Supreme Luxury
Family
Beach
Spa
City Break

HILTON TEL AVIV

R

Low-Season

byDESIGN

byDESIGN

Supreme Luxury
Family
Beach
Spa
City Break

ne of the more upscale beach-front hotels in Tel Aviv, the Sheraton Tel Aviv offers fine
accommodation, facilities and surroundings for guests to enjoy a luxurious stay on Tel
Aviv’s glorious coastline. The hotel has a large outdoor pool and sun deck area overlooking
the sea, a soothing ‘Cielo Spa’ centre with a 24 hour gym as well as 2 restaurants of the
highest quality: ‘Olive Leaf’ signature restaurant which makes creative use of olive oil and
seasonal produce and ‘Kum Kum’ international buffet restaurant. This highly rated hotel
in the heart of Tel Aviv is considered by many to be one of the best hotels in the city and is
highly recommended for both city breaks and beach holidays in Tel Aviv.

DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
• “Olive Leaf” Signature Restaurant – innovative interpretations on classic dishes that celebrate olive
oil and seasonal produce
• “Kum Kum” – panoramic buffet restaurant
• “Deck 115” Pool Restaurant and Bar – classic poolside light meals and refreshments
• Lobby Lounge Bar – relaxed setting to enjoy snacks and beverages throughout the day
ACCOMMODATION
This hotel offers 318 rooms that are clean and modern in design. All rooms feature FREE WiFi, air
conditioning, mini bar, TV, safe, hair dryer and luxury bathroom amenities.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON

Low-Season

Mid-Season

High-Season

£829

£879

£955

Terms & Conditions:
Prices are subject to availability and can change without notice.
Based on 2 adults sharing a room, 4 nights with flights from
London Luton. Please contact us for an up-to-date price.

Ask your preferred Travel Agent to contact us on 020 8340 7612 | sales@cyplon.co.uk

Supreme Luxury
Beach
Spa
Romantic
Boutique
City Break

he Norman Tel Aviv is a stunning example of elegance, refinement and 1920’s glamour
in the heart of Tel Aviv. A proud and deserving member of the ‘Small Luxury Hotels of the
World’, the hotel offers true luxury and exemplary service and comfort to satisfy the most
discerning customers. The hotel comprises 2 classic buildings restored to their full glory with
interior design that effortlessly blends vintage characteristics, modern furnishings and state
of the art amenities. Guests can enjoy a panoramic rooftop infinity pool and spa centre as
well as 2 renowned restaurants, the brasserie style ‘Norman Restaurant’ and ‘Dinings’ which
fuses Japanese tapas and modern European cuisine.

LEISURE FACILITIES
• Rooftop infinity pool • Fitness Area / Gym
• Wellness centre with treatment rooms and wide selection of massages and treatments
DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
• “The Norman Restaurant” – elegant brasserie restaurant serving fine French and Italian cuisine
• “Dinings” – Japanese and modern European fusion restaurant
• “Library Bar” – refined 1940’s style cocktail bar
ACCOMMODATION
There are 50 stunning units of accommodation set in buildings. Rooms are elegantly styled and blend
modern and vintage characteristics. Standard room facilities include FREE WiFi, air conditioning, 40”
flat screen TV, Bluetooth sound system, Nespresso coffee machine, mini bar, safe, fresh flowers,
complimentary home-made snacks, smart control system, luxury bathroom amenities.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON

Low-Season

Mid-Season

High-Season

£699

£729

£799

Terms & Conditions:
Prices are subject to availability and can change without notice.
Based on 2 adults sharing a room, 4 nights with flights from
London Luton. Please contact us for an up-to-date price.

For our latest offers and information visit www.cyplon.co.uk | 020 8340 7612

Low-Season

Mid-Season

High-Season

£1,145

£1,169

£1,299

Terms & Conditions:
Prices are subject to availability and can change without notice.
Based on 2 adults sharing a room, 4 nights with flights from
London Luton. Please contact us for an up-to-date price.

TEL AVIV
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Beach
Spa
City Break

DAN PANORAMA TEL AVIV

Family
Beach
Spa
City Break

byDESIGN

SEA EXECUTIVE SUITES

DAVID INTERCONTINENTAL

HERODS TEL AVIV HOTEL

TEL AVIV

TEL AVIV

TEL AVIV

B
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FEATURES
• Sandy beach
• FREE WiFi throughout the hotel
• Room service
• Concierge service
• Laundry and dry cleaning service

FEATURES
• Across the road from the beach
• FREE WiFi
• 24 hour front desk
• Laundry room
• Dry cleaning services

LEISURE FACILITIES
• Outdoor pool (summer months only)
• Emerald Spa with full menu of massages, treatments, sauna, Jacuzzi and relaxation room
• Fitness centre • Sun terrace • Water sports
• ‘Danyland’ – kids club and playroom (summer months only)

LEISURE FACILITIES
• Gym
• Sauna
• Yoga classes once a week

T

he elegant 5 star David Intercontinental Tel Aviv hotel will greet you with the warmest of
Israeli welcomes. With a fantastic location, the hotel resides between the beach, Old Jaffa
and the city’s main cultural areas as well as Neve Tzedek, known as ‘Tel Aviv’s SoHo’, making
it the perfect place to begin exploring the wonderful city of Tel Aviv and its vast and diverse
offerings. The hotel has a modern-luxury feel and overlooks the sea in south Tel Aviv and
offers a fantastic outdoor swimming pool as well as a children’s pool. Guests can also take
advantage of the hotel’s luxury Spa facilities for the ultimate rejuvenation experience.

FEATURES
• FREE WiFi • Room service
• 24 hour front desk • Concierge
• Gift shop • Hair salon • Car parking
• Laundry and dry cleaning services

DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
• “Aubergine” – hotel’s signature restaurant serving gourmet Kosher cuisine and Israeli Kosher wines
• “Jaffa Court” – serving lavish Israeli breakfast buffet
• “Atrium” Lobby Bar – lobby lounge serving light meals, coffees and alcoholic beverages
• “Inca Casa del Habano Cigar Bar” – intimate and atmospheric lounge offering world renowned cigars
and beverages along with food and entertainment
ACCOMMODATION
The hotel has 555 rooms and suites. Standard room facilities include air conditioning, WiFi, LCD TV
with pay-per-view movies, tea and coffee making facilities, iron and ironing board, safe, mini bar, hair
dryer and luxury bathroom amenities.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON

LEISURE FACILITIES
• Outdoor pool (closed in winter months)
• Fitness Area / Gym
• ‘Duo Spa’ centre with advanced spa facilities and equipment
• Segway rentals
DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
• “Handarim” Restaurant – main hotel restaurant
• “Tnuva’le” Café and Restaurant – unique venue to enjoy food and drinks throughout the day
ACCOMMODATION
All rooms at this hotel offer a private balcony with sea views as well as FREE WiFi, air conditioning,
LCD TV, safe, mini bar, kettle, tea and coffee services, plush bathrobes and luxury bathroom
amenities.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON

Low-Season

Mid-Season

High-Season

£789

£839

£919

TEL AVIV

oasting an old world charm & flair reminiscent of 1930’s Tel Aviv, the Herods Tel Aviv Hotel
is an elegant hotel with a lot of charisma. The hotel provides direct access to Tel Aviv’s beach
& is conveniently located so that the city & its many attractions can be easily explored. The hotel
has an outdoor pool & luxurious spa centre as well as 2 unique dining venues. Service at this
hotel is exemplary & the concierge will help you make the most out of your time in this vibrant
city. Whether you are in Tel Aviv for a short city break, a beach holiday or as part of a multi-centre
tour of Israel, the Herods Tel Aviv Hotel showcases the city perfectly & is ideal for couples.

FEATURES
• Direct beach access
• FREE WiFi
• 24 hour room service
• Concierge
• Free car parking
• Laundry and service

LEISURE FACILITIES
• Outdoor swimming pool • Children’s pool
• Fitness centre • Spa centre with massage and treatments, sauna and steam room
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Supreme Luxury
Family
Beach
Spa
City Break

Terms & Conditions:
Prices are subject to availability and can change without notice.
Based on 2 adults sharing a room, 4 nights with flights from
London Luton. Please contact us for an up-to-date price.

he refurbished Dan Panorama Tel Aviv is a city hotel in a resort setting, offering a
variety of facilities for adults and children alike. Located across the road from the
beach and overlooking the Old City of Jaffa, the Dan Panorama is situated close to all
the latest tourist attractions. With entertainment and poolside barbecues (seasonal),
swimming pool (seasonal) and Spa (pay locally), there is plenty for guests to do and
enjoy whilst the kids can have fun at the hotel’s children’s club “Danyland” (during
summer, weekends and holidays).

DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
• “Lobby Lounge” – light and fresh meals
• “Pool bar” – light meals and refreshments poolside
• “Waves of Jaffa” – bar overlooking the sea
ACCOMMODATION
The Dan Panorama Tel Aviv has 476 rooms and suites. Each room offers FREE WiFi, LCD TV, mini bar,
tea and coffee making facilities, safe, luxury toiletries and a hair dryer.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON

Low-Season

Mid-Season

High-Season

£635

£699

£749

Terms & Conditions:
Prices are subject to availability and can change without notice.
Based on 2 adults sharing a room, 4 nights with flights from
London Luton. Please contact us for an up-to-date price.

Ask your preferred Travel Agent to contact us on 020 8340 7612 | sales@cyplon.co.uk

Boutique
City Break

TEL AVIV
ea Executive Suites is a collection of only 42 stylish and exclusive suites in Tel Aviv, located
directly across the road from Tel Aviv’s beach and within close proximity to Tel Aviv’s best
attractions. Sea Executive Suites provides a hub of serenity and relaxation in a city that never sleeps,
offering guests convenience, service and amenities that would be expected of a 5 star hotel. Guests
can enjoy sumptuous fresh breakfasts, tea and coffees in the inviting lounge, a 24 hour gym with a
sauna and complimentary rooftop yoga classes once a week. FREE WiFi is available throughout the
hotel and the suites are well equipped with a microwave, fridge and tea and coffee making facilities.

DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
• Breakfast room – offering a delicious selection of breads, cheeses, fruits, pastries & eggs cooked to order
• Lobby Lounge – offering coffees, tea and biscuits throughout the day
ACCOMMODATION
There are 42 suites at the Sea Executive Suites. Standard accommodation amenities include FREE WiFi,
private balcony, air conditioning, HD TV, mini fridge, microwave, coffee and tea making facilities and safe.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON

Low-Season

Mid-Season

High-Season

£639

£729

£789

Terms & Conditions:
Prices are subject to availability and can change without notice.
Based on 2 adults sharing a room, 4 nights with flights from
London Luton. Please contact us for an up-to-date price.

For our latest offers and information visit www.cyplon.co.uk | 020 8340 7612

Low-Season

Mid-Season

High-Season

£539

£599

£1,075

Terms & Conditions:
Prices are subject to availability and can change without notice.
Based on 2 adults sharing a room, 4 nights with flights from
London Luton. Please contact us for an up-to-date price.

TEL AVIV
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WALDORF ASTORIA

MAMILLA HOTEL

Supreme Luxury
Spa
City Break

Spa
City Break

KING DAVID

byDESIGN

THE AMERICAN COLONY

Supreme Luxury
Spa
Romantic
Boutique
City Break

JERUSALEM

JERUSALEM

JERUSALEM

JERUSALEM
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FEATURES
• FREE WiFi in the lobby area
• Personal tablet for each guest upon check in
• 24 hours room service
• Concierge service
• Baby sitting service (on request)

FEATURES
• FREE WiFi
• Concierge
• Room service
• 24 hour reception
• Laundry and dry cleaning

FEATURES
• FREE WiFi throughout the hotel
• 24 hour room service
• Concierge
• Free car parking
• Beauty salon

FEATURES
• FREE WiFi throughout the hotel • 24 hour room service
• Concierge service • Laundry and dry cleaning service • Free car parking
• Baby-sitting service (on request) • Antique shop • Bookshop

LEISURE FACILITIES
• Fitness centre
• Spa and lap pool (opening end on 2017)

LEISURE FACILITIES
• Indoor pool
• Sun deck
• ‘Akasha Wellbeing Centre’ with fitness centre, luxurious spa centre, yoga & pilates classes & organic bar

LEISURE FACILITIES
• Outdoor pool (open during summer months) • Fitness centre
• Spa with selection of massages and treatments and Finnish sauna • Tennis court

inner of the Conde Nast 2015 Best Hotel in the Middle East award, the Waldorf
Astoria boasts a quietly elegant style in the heart of this ancient city. Guests here
can expect outstanding service combined with luxurious rooms and first class service.
Located on the intersection of King David, Agron and Mamilla Streets, this hotel is only a
few minutes away from the Jaffa Gate making this a perfect hotel from which to explore
the magnificent city of Jerusalem. With a choice of 2 fining dining restaurants guests will
sample delicious Mediterranean cuisine in the most sophisticated surroundings.

DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
• “King’s Court” – serving gourmet, kosher Italian cuisine with an adjacent ambient lounge to enjoy
teas and beverages throughout the day
• “The Palace Restaurant” – located in the hotel’s atrium, this restaurant serves a lavish buffet
breakfast and transforms into an á la carte kosher meat restaurant for dinner
• Lobby bar
ACCOMMODATION
There are 226 rooms at this hotel. As standard, each room features; FREE WiFi, air conditioning,
46” flat-screen HD TV, luxury bedding, mini bar, safe, espresso machine and tea and coffee making
facilities, hair dryer, bathrobes and slippers and complimentary bathroom amenities.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON
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Supreme Luxury
City Break

DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
• “Rooftop” Restaurant & Lounge – fresh varied offerings for lunch and dinner with panoramic views of the city
• “Mirror Bar” – chic bar with resident DJ serving exclusive cocktails, gourmet bar food and a separate cigar lounge
• “Winery” – bespoke wine bar with a vast selection of local vintage wines and olive oils
• “Happy Fish” – Mediterranean inspired fish restaurant
• “Espresso Bar” – freshly ground coffee and gourmet pastries served in the hotel lobby
• “Dining Room” – contemporary breakfast room

Mid-Season

High-Season

£1,129

£1,199

£1,435

Terms & Conditions:
Prices are subject to availability and can change without notice.
Based on 2 adults sharing a room, 4 nights with flights from
London Luton. Please contact us for an up-to-date price.

he King David hotel is a true icon and institution of Jerusalem. Set on an elevated position,
the hotel enjoys unrivalled views of Jerusalem’s Old City including its walls, minarets and
domes. The Old City of Jerusalem can be reached in 15 minutes by foot. The hotel itself seems
to have found the secret formula for keeping its guests happy and retaining a reputation
for being the best hotel in Jerusalem. From the food served at the renowned restaurants to
the service throughout the hotel to the outdoor pool and gardens, the King David Jerusalem
maintains its high standards in all aspects of the hotel.

DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
• “La Regence” – fine dining restaurant with Middle Eastern influences
• “King’s Garden Restaurant” – panoramic restaurant showcasing delectable Israeli specialities
• “Oriental Bar” – elegant bar with fine selection of whiskeys
• Poolside Snack Bar – light meals and refreshments
ACCOMMODATION
There are 233 rooms and suites at the King David Jerusalem hotel. Standard room amenities include
FREE WiFi, air conditioning, LCD TV, mini bar, safe and complimentary toiletries.

ACCOMMODATION
Rooms at this hotel are stylish yet comfortable. Standard room amenities include FREE WiFi, air
conditioning, Nespresso coffee machine, mini bar, safe, LCD TV, bathrobes and slippers, hair dryer and
branded toiletries. Complimentary bottled water is provided daily.
PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON

Low-Season

JERUSALEM

he Mamilla Hotel is a proud and deserving member of the Leading Hotels of the
World. Designed by world-renowned architects and designers, the look and feel of the
Mamilla Hotel is truly unique and creates an ambience that is both stimulating and relaxing
simultaneously. The hotel also boasts the exceptional ‘Akashe Wellbeing Centre’ as well as
a panoramic rooftop restaurant and lounge, a chic bar with a cigar lounge and a winery
that showcases local vintage wines and olive oils. The hotel is located alongside Jerusalem’s
impressive Alrov Mamilla Avenue, the city’s new shopping and entertainment hub.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON

Low-Season

Mid-Season

High-Season

£959

£1,079

£1,139

Terms & Conditions:
Prices are subject to availability and can change without notice.
Based on 2 adults sharing a room, 4 nights with flights from
London Luton. Please contact us for an up-to-date price.

Ask your preferred Travel Agent to contact us on 020 8340 7612 | sales@cyplon.co.uk

member of the ‘Leading Hotels of the World’, The American Colony Hotel in Jerusalem is a
rather magnificent and charming boutique hotel that has played host to a list of celebrities
and VIP’s over the past 100 years. The hotel comprises 4 buildings; the Main House, the East
House, the Palm House and the Cow Byre. The Main House was built in the 19th century and
rented to the American Colony, with the other buildings becoming part of the ‘colony’ in the
years following. The buildings and hotel retain an old world charm and beauty, offering guests
a unique and picturesque setting for their stay in Jerusalem.

LEISURE FACILITIES
• Outdoor heated pool (May-October)
• Fitness centre • Sauna
• Massage and beauty treatments
DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
• “The Arabesque” – main dining room serving Middle Eastern dishes & also varied international gourmet menu
• “The Courtyard” – stunning, lush courtyard serving breakfast, lunch and dinner”
• “Val’s Brasserie” – informal and cozy venue serving local dishes and continental specialities during the winter
months, also serving a very British ‘high tea’ daily
• “Terrace Café” – ideal setting to enjoy a coffee and snack
• “The Cellar Bar” – intimate and renowned bar
• “The Summer Bar” - bar and barbeque during the summer months serving pizza from a wood burning oven
ACCOMMODATION
The 95 rooms of The American Colony Hotel are located in the hotel’s 4 buildings; the Main House,
the East House, the Palm House and the Cow Byre. Standard room facilities include FREE WiFi, air
conditioning, TV, telephone, mini bar, safe, iron and ironing board, bathrobe and complimentary toiletries.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON

Low-Season

Mid-Season

High-Season

£1,055

£1,149

£1,235

Terms & Conditions:
Prices are subject to availability and can change without notice.
Based on 2 adults sharing a room, 4 nights with flights from
London Luton. Please contact us for an up-to-date price.

For our latest offers and information visit www.cyplon.co.uk | 020 8340 7612

Low-Season

Mid-Season

High-Season

£775

£829

£875

Terms & Conditions:
Prices are subject to availability and can change without notice.
Based on 2 adults sharing a room, 4 nights with flights from
London Luton. Please contact us for an up-to-date price.

JERUSALEM
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PRIMA KINGS HOTEL

City Break

DAVID CITADEL HOTEL

Family
Spa
City Break

DAN PANORAMA JERUSALEM

Family
City Break
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JERUSALEM

JERUSALEM

JERUSALEM
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FEATURES
• FREE WiFi throughout the hotel
• 24 hour room service
• Concierge service
• Laundry and dry cleaning service

FEATURES
• FREE WiFi
• 24 hour reception
• Concierge
• Free parking

FEATURES
• FREE WiFi throughout the hotel
• Concierge
• Laundry and dry cleaning
• Free car parking

LEISURE FACILITIES
• Heated outdoor pool
• State of the art gym
• Spa
• Children’s play centre

LEISURE FACILITIES
• Outdoor rooftop pool with sun deck (May-October)
• Fitness room
• “Danyland” children’s club and playroom (August)

LEISURE FACILITIES
• Sun deck
• Fitness room
• Pool table

FEATURES
• FREE WiFi throughout the hotel
• 24 hour front desk
• Room service
• Laundry and dry cleaning service
• Executive lounge
• Synagogue
LEISURE FACILITIES
• ‘KingSpa’ with fitness centre, sauna, massages and treatments
DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
• Main hotel restaurant – serving international breakfast and dinner buffets
• Coffee Shop – located in the lobby serving teas, coffees and a selection of light meals and pastries
ACCOMMODATION
There are 214 rooms at the Prima Kings Hotel. Standard room features include; FREE WiFi, air
conditioning, TV, tea and coffee making facilities, complimentary bottled water, safe, mini fridge, hair
dryer and complimentary toiletries.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON
Mid-Season

High-Season

£599

£639

£669

Terms & Conditions:
Prices are subject to availability and can change without notice.
Based on 2 adults sharing a room, 4 nights with flights from
London Luton. Please contact us for an up-to-date price.

large and lively high-class hotel, the Dan Panorama is a centrally located hotel in
the heart of Jerusalem, a pleasant walk from the Old City. This hotel is famed for its
friendly atmosphere and it’s many amenities and activities it can offer. The hotel boasts
a rooftop swimming pool and sun deck (seasonal) which offers spectacular views of the
city. This hotel caters exceptionally well for children with its “Danyland” children’s club
(during July and August, holidays and on Saturdays) as well as “Cyberland” (seasonal) which
provides Sony Playstation and computer games.

DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
• Main Dining Room – serving breakfast and dinner
• “Dickla” – a la carte dairy restaurant
• Bar • Lobby lounge
• Poolside snack bar (July-August)

ACCOMMODATION
The David Citadel has 384 rooms and suites. All rooms feature FREE WiFi, air conditioning, cable TV
with international channels, luxury bathroom amenities and hair dryer.

ACCOMMODATION
There are 292 rooms at the Dan Panorama Jerusalem Hotel. All rooms include FREE WiFi, air
conditioning, LCD TV, mini bar, safe, hair dryer and complimentary toiletries.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON

Low-Season

Mid-Season

High-Season

£959

£1,099

£1,155

Terms & Conditions:
Prices are subject to availability and can change without notice.
Based on 2 adults sharing a room, 4 nights with flights from
London Luton. Please contact us for an up-to-date price.

Ask your preferred Travel Agent to contact us on 020 8340 7612 | sales@cyplon.co.uk

he Dan Boutique Jerusalem is a designer boutique style hotel offering guests great
service, comfort and convenience in elegant surroundings for their stay in Jerusalem.
The hotel is just a 20 minute walk from the ancient Old City of Jerusalem and in the direct
vicinity of the hotel guests will find a selection of restaurants and one of Jerusalem’s
newest entertainment hubs, the ‘Old Turkish Railway’ which is full of restaurants, shops
and entertainment options. The Mamilla Shopping Centre, a unique and exclusive outdoor
mall, is also located within walking distance to the hotel.

DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
• “The Dining Room” – Israeli buffet breakfast
• “The Bar” – serving cocktails and snacks
• “GAN-DAN Lobby Restaurant” – light dairy meals and hot and cold beverages

DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
• “Lobby Lounge & Terrace” – hot meals, snacks, dessert and drinks
• “The Seasons Restaurant” – sumptuous Israeli buffet breakfasts
• “Grill Bar” – poolside grill serving a variety of meats, snacks and beverages

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON

Low-Season

JERUSALEM

he David Citadel Hotel, in Jerusalem, is situated in a prime location with magnificent
views of the Walls of the Old City. It is in the most ideal location from which to discover
the wonders of the city, with the world’s holiest sites as well as a wealth of shops and
restaurants on its doorstep. The hotel itself combines a true sense of luxury, offering fine
cuisine and a wide range of amenities, with the very highest standards of hospitality. The
hotel offers a Health Club and Spa (pay locally) with state-of-the art gym, aerobics studio,
sauna and steam rooms plus an extensive range of massages and body treatments.

City Break

DAN BOUTIQUE JERUSALEM

JERUSALEM
oasting a prime location along one of Jerusalem’s most famous intersections, the
Prima Kings Hotel is a great choice of city hotel for guests to conveniently explore the
wonders that Jerusalem has to offer. This 4-star hotel provides great value with FREE WiFi
throughout the hotel, a spa area with fitness and massage facilities, a buffet restaurant
serving breakfast and dinner and an in-house coffee shop along with great service that will
make your stay all the more comfortable. The Prima Kings Hotel is an ideal base for visitors
to Jerusalem that is located near all the city’s main sites.
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ACCOMMODATION
The 129 rooms at this hotel offer the following amenities as standard; FREE WiFi, air conditioning, LCD
TV, fridge, safe, exclusive toiletries and hair dryer.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON

Low-Season

Mid-Season

High-Season

£645

£749

£1,069

Terms & Conditions:
Prices are subject to availability and can change without notice.
Based on 2 adults sharing a room, 4 nights with flights from
London Luton. Please contact us for an up-to-date price.

For our latest offers and information visit www.cyplon.co.uk | 020 8340 7612

Low-Season

Mid-Season

High-Season

£599

£639

£689

Terms & Conditions:
Prices are subject to availability and can change without notice.
Based on 2 adults sharing a room, 4 nights with flights from
London Luton. Please contact us for an up-to-date price.

JERUSALEM
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Family
Beach
Spa

HERODS DEAD SEA

DAVID DEAD SEA RESORT & SPA

Family
Spa

DANIEL DEAD SEA HOTEL

Family
Beach
Spa
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ISROTEL DEAD SEA RESORT & SPA

DEAD SEA

DEAD SEA

DEAD SEA

DEAD SEA
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FEATURES
• Private beach
• FREE WiFi
• 24 hour room service
• 24 hour front desk
• Free car parking
• Laundry and dry cleaning services

FEATURES
• WiFi throughout the hotel
• Free parking
• Laundry and dry cleaning services

he modern and stylish Herods Dead Sea hotel is located directly on a beach on the shore
of the Dead Sea, offering guests unrivalled access to the magnificent healing waters. The
hotel’s spa also has a pool with heated water from the Dead Sea as well as specialist health and
beauty treatments using Dead Sea mud. Along with an outdoor pool, FREE WiFi, kids club and
a restaurant serving sumptuous food, the Herods Dead Sea hotel is an ideal hotel for couples
and families who wish to visit the lowest place on earth and take advantage of the areas
miraculous environmental properties of the region whilst receiving fantastic value for money.

LEISURE FACILITIES
• Outdoor pool
• Spa centre with health-promoting pools, Turkish bath, sauna, Jacuzzi, solarium and treatments using
elements from the Dead Sea
• Kids club with games and activities
DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
• Restaurant – serving indulgent breakfast, lunch and dinner
• Lobby bar serving light meals and snacks
• Dairy restaurant
ACCOMMODATION
Standard room amenities at this hotel include; balcony, FREE WiFi, air conditioning, LCD TV, tea and
coffee making facilities, toiletry kit and complimentary water bottles.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON
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s one of the largest and most luxurious in the area, David Dead Sea Resort & Spa
caters to all types of holidaymakers. The hotel is located on the western shores of the
Dead Sea, overlooking a breathtaking view of the Dead Sea and mountains. The Bazaar
main restaurant, with its open-air street market theme is a treat not to be missed and the
hotel also boasts a fully equipped, private beach, as well as a Shanty Corner relaxation are
with hammocks. A Neo-classic Roman style Mineralia spa (pay locally), a beauty centre, a
fitness complex as well as indoor and outdoor Dead Sea water pools.

LEISURE FACILITIES
• Outdoor pool
• Children’s pool
• ‘Davidland’ kids club and playroom
• Luxury Spa centre with full range of facilities, treatments and massages
• Gym
DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
• “Olive’s” Restaurant – Mediterranean cuisine
• “Bazaar” Restaurant – classic buffet restaurant
• “Ein Midbar” Restaurant – Italian cuisine
ACCOMMODATION
The 606 rooms and suites at the David Dead Sea Resort & Spa all feature a large private balcony,
FREE WiFi, safe, mini bar, tea and coffee making facilities and TV.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON

Low-Season

Mid-Season

High-Season

£979

£1,019

£1,099

DEAD SEA - ISRAEL

Terms & Conditions:
Prices are subject to availability and can change without notice.
Based on 2 adults sharing a room, 4 nights with flights from
London Luton. Please contact us for an up-to-date price.

ated as one of the premier hotels in the Dead Sea area, the Daniel Dead Sea Hotel enjoys
its own private section of beach with direct access to the healing waters of the Dead Sea.
The hotel offers extensive spa facilities over 2 levels which take advantage of the properties
of the Dead Sea waters and mud. The hotel’s dining outlets all serve food that is of a very high
standard and there is even a Scottish themed pub where guests can enjoy Scotch beverages in
fun and relaxed environment. Other noteworthy hotel features include an 8-lane bowling alley,
tennis court, a kids club with video arcade and impeccable service and hospitality throughout.

FEATURES
• Private beach with promenade
• 24 hour room service • Concierge • 24 hour front desk
• Laundry and dry cleaning services
• Gift shop • Hotel garden
LEISURE FACILITIES
• Outdoor pool • Tennis court
• 2 level Spa centre with a range of pools, saunas, Jacuzzi and extensive treatment menu
• Fitness centre • Solarium • 8-Lane Bowling Alley • Kids club with video arcade
• Tennis court • Volleyball • 2 ping-pong tables
DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
• “Alma” Lobby Restaurant – serving light dairy meals, cakes, ice creams and beverages
• “La Carrousel” – rich international buffet restaurant
• “Le Metro” – exclusive VIP restaurant for guests staying in the Club Rooms
• “Salt & Pepper” - poolside grill restaurant
• Scottish Pub • Café
ACCOMMODATION
Standard room amenities at this hotel include; FREE WiFi, air conditioning, satellite TV, mini fridge,
safe, complimentary toiletries and hair dryer. Certain room types have a balcony.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON

Low-Season

Mid-Season

High-Season

£765

£819

£1,095

Terms & Conditions:
Prices are subject to availability and can change without notice.
Based on 2 adults sharing a room, 4 nights with flights from
London Luton. Please contact us for an up-to-date price.

Ask your preferred Travel Agent to contact us on 020 8340 7612 | sales@cyplon.co.uk

Family
Beach
Spa

f you are looking for a hotel that provides luxury and comfort, alongside quality
spa facilities in the dramatic setting of the Dead Sea, the Isrotel Dead Sea & Spa is
the place for you. Overlooking the Dead Sea, in the main area of Ein Bokek this hotel
offers 2 outdoor swimming pools as well as its own private beach (Shuttle Service is
available). A classic Roman style Espirit Spa (pay locally) offers guests a wide range of
treatments incorporating a holistic concept using the finest natural ingredients and
Dead Sea minerals.

FEATURES
• FREE WiFi
• Room service
• Concierge
• Free parking
• Laundry and dry cleaning service
LEISURE FACILITIES
• Outdoor pool
• Kids pool
• Kidos Club and soft playroom
• “Espirit Spa” with 2 Dead Sea water pools, 2 sulphur pools, wet and dry saunas, solarium and a wide
range of treatments and massages using mineral rich Dead Sea mud
DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
• “Zer Hazahav” – main restaurant serving buffet breakfast and dinners
• Pool bar – serving light meals and snacks
• Lobby bar – comfortable lounge bar with occasional live music
ACCOMMODATION
All rooms at the Isrotel Dead Sea Resort and Spa include the following amenities; FREE WiFi, air
conditioning, mini bar and flat screen TV.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON

Low-Season

Mid-Season

High-Season

£899

£939

£979

Terms & Conditions:
Prices are subject to availability and can change without notice.
Based on 2 adults sharing a room, 4 nights with flights from
London Luton. Please contact us for an up-to-date price.

For our latest offers and information visit www.cyplon.co.uk | 020 8340 7612

Low-Season

Mid-Season

High-Season

£999

£1,099

£1,195

Terms & Conditions:
Prices are subject to availability and can change without notice.
Based on 2 adults sharing a room, 4 nights with flights from
London Luton. Please contact us for an up-to-date price.

DEAD SEA - ISRAEL
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SCOTS HOTEL

Supreme Luxury
Spa
Romantic
Boutique

TIBERIAS

L

ocated on the shores of Galilee and just a 3 minute walk to the beach, this charming hotel is set in a
former 19th century hospital which was built by a Scottish surgeon and philanthropist. Transformed into
a stunning boutique hotel in 2004 by the Church of Scotland, great effort was made during the conversion to
retain the building’s original character whilst at the same time creating a serene 5 star hotel which emphasises
the contrast between the ‘old’ and the ‘new’. The hotel has an outdoor pool and a luxury spa and influences
from the buildings Scottish background are found in the cuisine of hotel’s ‘Torrance’ restaurant.
LOW SEASON: £1,225 | MID SEASON: £1,285 | HIGH SEASON: £1,395 || 4 NIGHTS DURATION
PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON BASED ON 2 ADULTS SHARING A ROOM, WITH FLIGHTS FROM LONDON LUTON.
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Family

LEONARDO PLAZA HOTEL
TIBERIAS

S

et in the heart of Tiberias, guests of the Leonardo Plaza Hotel Tiberias will enjoy amazing views of the
famous Sea of Galilee as well as being able to take advantage of the wonderful nearby promenade.
Tiberias’ Old City is only 10 minutes’ walk away and the shopping centre is also nearby. Sample many varied
leisure activities as well as a health club and various spa facilities. This hotel is also recommended for those
with children as there is a children’s club with many leisure activities on offer as well as a huge playground.
The hotel’s location makes it an ideal base to explore the cultural and historic sights of northern Israel.

LOW SEASON: £799 | MID SEASON: £929 | HIGH SEASON: £939 || 4 NIGHTS DURATION
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ISROTEL GANIM DEAD SEA

Family
Beach
Spa

DEAD SEA
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Spa

he Hod Hamidbar Resort & Spa hotel is a 4-star hotel set on the shores of the Dead
Sea, offering guests unrivalled access to the Dead Sea’s healing waters as well as
a private beach area. Hotel facilities include FREE WiFi in the lobby area, an outdoor
pool as well as the ‘Mayan Spa’ which features a heated Dead Sea water pool as well as
a gym. The serene and panoramic setting of the hotel and the great value for money
that it offers makes the Hod Hamidbar Resort & Spa Hotel an ideal choice for those
looking for a rejuvenating escape to the Dead Sea.

FEATURES
• Private beach (with hotel shuttle)
• FREE WiFi
• Room service
• Concierge
• Laundry service
• Beauty salon
• Free car parking

FEATURES
• Adjacent to beach with private area
• FREE WiFi in the lobby area
• Room service
• 24 hour front desk
• Concierge service
• Car parking
• Laundry service

LEISURE FACILITIES
• Outdoor pool
• Kids pool
• Espirit Spa with 2 Dead Sea water pools, dry sauna, 2 hot tubs and wide selection of treatments
• Fitness centre
• Kids Club with activities and multi-media room

LEISURE FACILITIES
• ‘Mayan Spa’ featuring a heated Dead Sea water pool, sulfur pools, Jacuzzi, Finish sauna and a
selection of massages and treatments
• Outdoor pool • Gym

DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
• Main Restaurant – international buffet restaurant
• Lobby bar – offering selection of vegetarian and airy light meals, desserts and beverages
• “Chill Out” Pool bar – poolside meals and refreshments

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON

Kibbutz
HAGOSHRIM

byDESIGN

Spa
Boutique

GALILEE

H

aGoshrim Kibbutz and Resort Hotel is a former winter palace of an Ottoman ruler. This idyllic hotel uniquely
combines pure natural beauty and the first class hospitality and service. With rivulets and springs flowing across
the beautiful grounds of the kibbutz, guests are enchanted by a magical display of nature. Guests here can step out of
their rooms and find themselves in “The Valley of the Lost River”, a pastoral walking route suitable for both adults and
children. As part of the hotel’s concept, meals are based on a fresh Galilean menu. Guests can also enjoy the hotel’s
Health and Sports Centre as well as a choice of two swimming pools, a sauna, a basketball court and squash court.
One should also not miss the spa-treatment wing where you can enjoy therapeutic massages treatments.
LOW SEASON: £929 | MID SEASON: £955 | HIGH SEASON: £965 || 4 NIGHTS DURATION
PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON BASED ON 2 ADULTS SHARING A ROOM, WITH FLIGHTS FROM LONDON LUTON.

DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
• “Date Palm” Restaurant – main hotel restaurant serving local and international buffet cuisine
• Lobby lounge and terrace – serving alcoholic beverages, pastries and dairy delicacies
• “Mayan Bar” – spa bar offering hot drinks and fresh fruit juices
• Evening entertainment and dance shows
ACCOMMODATION
There are 203 rooms at this hotel. Standard room features include air conditioning, tea and coffee
making facilities, mini fridge, safe, hair dryer and fully equipped bathroom.

ACCOMMODATION
Standard room amenities at this hotel include; air conditioning, mini fridge, TV, seating area.
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HOD HAMIDBAR RESORT & SPA

DEAD SEA
eeping in line with the rest of the Isrotel chain of hotels, the Isrotel Ganim Dead Sea
maintains an extraordinarily high level of service and customer care, making guests feel
welcome and as though they have always belonged there. The hotel’s private beach is just a
short walk away and can be reached by hotel shuttle. The hotel’s Espirit Spa showcases world
class spa facilities and features 2 Dead Sea water pools. Whether you are visiting for a few
days as part of a wider tour of Israel, or visiting the Dead Sea for it’s health benefits, the Isrotel
Ganim looks forward to welcoming you.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON BASED ON 2 ADULTS SHARING A ROOM, WITH FLIGHTS FROM LONDON LUTON.

byDESIGN

Kibbutz
KFAR GILADI

byDESIGN

Family
Boutique

GALILEE

L

ocated in the upper parts of Galilee and overlooking the Golan Heights and the Hermon, the Kfar Giladi
Kibbutz Hotel presents stunning views of the Hula Valley from its position in the foothills of the Naftali
Mountains. Enjoy spacious lawns and two swimming pools (indoor and outdoor). The hotel provides guests
with a base that is far removed from the hustle and bustle of a city but with close and easy access to all the
attractions that Upper Galilee can offer.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON

Low-Season

Mid-Season

High-Season

£865

£915

£955

DEAD SEA - ISRAEL

Terms & Conditions:
Prices are subject to availability and can change without notice.
Based on 2 adults sharing a room, 4 nights with flights from
London Luton. Please contact us for an up-to-date price.

Low-Season

Mid-Season

High-Season

£819

£929

£999

Terms & Conditions:
Prices are subject to availability and can change without notice.
Based on 2 adults sharing a room, 4 nights with flights from
London Luton. Please contact us for an up-to-date price.

Ask your preferred Travel Agent to contact us on 020 8340 7612 | sales@cyplon.co.uk

LOW SEASON: £715 | MID SEASON: £735 | HIGH SEASON: £799 || 4 NIGHTS DURATION
PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON BASED ON 2 ADULTS SHARING A ROOM, WITH FLIGHTS FROM LONDON LUTON.

For our latest offers and information visit www.cyplon.co.uk | 020 8340 7612

TIBERIAS / GALILEE
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ISROTEL ROYAL BEACH

byDESIGN

Supreme Luxury
Family
Beach
Spa

LEONARDO PLAZA HOTEL EILAT

EILAT

EILAT

T

L

his Royal Beach is the proud flagship of the Isrotel Chain and provides outstanding service and luxurious
facilities. Located by the beach on Eilat’s north shore, with all rooms commanding spectacular views of
the Red Sea, this hotel is truly one not to be missed. With a wide variety of dining options, a good selection
of entertainment (seasonal) and plenty of sport and leisure facilities the Royal Beach really has it all. There
is also a Carmel Forest Spa (min age 16) offering alternative and holistic treatments and the hotel also has a
children’s club (min age 4).

ocated directly on the beach on Eilat’s North Shore and just a 7 minute walk away from the city centre and its mall,
shops and restaurants, the Leonardo Plaza Hotel Eilat allows guests to experience the vibrant city of Eilat easily
and conveniently in comfortable and familiar surroundings. As well as providing direct access to the beach, the hotel
provides 3 outdoor pools, the ‘Coral SPA’ centre and entertainment throughout the day for both adults and children, in
the ‘Broadway’ club and ‘Super Kid Club’ respectively, making this a fantastic option for a family beach holiday to Eilat.
The dining outlets of the hotel are highly rated and include the ‘Patio Grill Bar’ which serves sumptuous grilled meats and
the ‘Amadeus’ Lobby Bar where guests can enjoy light meals and beverages whilst looking out to the Red Sea coastline.

LOW SEASON: £1,335 | MID SEASON: £1,399 | HIGH SEASON: £1,635 || 7 NIGHTS DURATION

LOW SEASON: £725 | MID SEASON: £989 | HIGH SEASON: £1,065 || 7 NIGHTS DURATION

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON BASED ON 2 ADULTS SHARING A ROOM, WITH FLIGHTS FROM LONDON LUTON.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON BASED ON 2 ADULTS SHARING A ROOM, WITH FLIGHTS FROM LONDON LUTON.
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MAGIC PALACE HOTEL EILAT

byDESIGN

Supreme Luxury
Family
Beach
Spa

ISROTEL LAGOONA

EILAT

EILAT

C

T

entrally located, overlooking Eilat’s famous marina and just walking distance to the beach, the Magic Palace Hotel
Eilat is ideally situated for guests to enjoy the popular and vibrant Red Sea resort town of Eilat. Guests can enjoy the
large pool, health club and ample children’s facilities as well as the warm waters, golden sand and water sports that the
Red Sea coastline offers. The hotel goes out of its way to ensure that guests’ needs are met around the clock with use
of the pool at night, late night movie screenings and a 24 hour Youth Club with computer games and PlayStations. All
of Eilat’s main attractions are easily accessible from the hotel including the Ice Mall, Dolphin Reef and the Underwater
Observatory Park. The Magic Palace Hotel Eilat is ideal for families wanting a fun and sun filled beach holiday to Eilat.
LOW SEASON: £925 | MID SEASON: £1,065 | HIGH SEASON: £1,145 || 7 NIGHTS DURATION

LOW SEASON: £1,155 | MID SEASON: £1,315 | HIGH SEASON: £1,645 || 7 NIGHTS DURATION

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON BASED ON 2 ADULTS SHARING A ROOM, WITH FLIGHTS FROM LONDON LUTON.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON BASED ON 2 ADULTS SHARING A ROOM, WITH FLIGHTS FROM LONDON LUTON.

HERODS PALACE EILAT

Family
Beach
Spa

byDESIGN

DAN PANORAMA EILAT

EILAT

EILAT

T

D

he Herod’s Palace Hotel in Eilat is located on the Northern shore’s promenade and boasts a private sandy beach
for hotel guests to enjoy. This family friendly beach hotel itself has a distinctive and authentic design which takes
inspiration from mythological fables and biblical stories. With two elegant dining rooms as well as a Kosher Meat
restaurant and a dairy lobby, you're assured of varied and sumptuous meals. There is FREE WiFi throughout the hotel
and guests are able to use the luxurious spa facilities at the nearby sister Herods Vitalis Hotel. The Princes kids club
will also ensure that children are kept entertained and having fun day and night. This hotel is one not to be missed
and they have been awarded the Tripadvisor travellers choice award in 2013, 2014 and 2015.

Family
Beach
Spa

an Panorama Eilat is ideally located in the city centre overlooking Eilat’s marina and just a short walk away from the
hotel’s private sandy beach area where guests can soak in the delights of the Red Sea. The hotel is also only a short
distance away from Eilat’s main tourist attractions such as the Ice Mall & Kings City theme park. The Dan Panorama Eilat
maintains the high levels of service & customer care that is synonymous with the Dan Hotel chain, which is demonstrated
by the large number of repeat clients. The main hotel features include a freshwater pool that is heated in winter months,
state of the art gym and spa centre, ‘Danyland’ kids and teens clubs as well as an animation and entertainment programme
for the whole family. This hotel offers everything you need for a beach holiday in Eilat and offers good value for money.

LOW SEASON: £895 | MID SEASON: £1,215 | HIGH SEASON: £1,255 || 7 NIGHTS DURATION

LOW SEASON: £769 | MID SEASON: £979 | HIGH SEASON: £1,065 || 7 NIGHTS DURATION

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON BASED ON 2 ADULTS SHARING A ROOM, WITH FLIGHTS FROM LONDON LUTON.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON BASED ON 2 ADULTS SHARING A ROOM, WITH FLIGHTS FROM LONDON LUTON.
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HILTON EILAT QUEEN OF SHEBA

Family
Beach
Spa

byDESIGN

ISROTEL KING SOLOMON

EILAT

EILAT

D

F

esigned as an imaginary biblical palace, this majestic looking hotel suits its given name perfectly. Boasting a location
that is central to everything in Eilat, the Hilton Eilat Queen of Sheba overlooks Eilat’s marina and is just a few steps
from the sandy beach where guests can enjoy the golden sand and warm waters of the Red Sea as well as a choice
of water sports. The hotel adjoins to a large shopping mall and is surrounded by numerous bars and restaurants. In
keeping with the ‘Hilton’ name, the hotel offers impeccable service and has 4 restaurants and bars including the ‘Chigaco
Grill Bar’ which serves premium quality grilled meats and there is live evening piano music in the ‘Axum’ lobby bar. For
children the ‘Kidz Paradise’ club provides a daily activity programme with games and workshops.

EILAT

Family
Beach
All Inclusive
Spa

his hotel is popular for people of all ages and is both comfortable and friendly, offering a good choice of
facilities and high standards of service. Overlooking the lagoon and just a short walk from the beach and
marine, this 4* All Inclusive is a true family hotel. The hotel has a swimming pool (heated in winter) and an
Espirt Spa featuring a fitness room, dry sauna and 2 treatment rooms.

byDESIGN
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Family
Beach

Family
Beach
Spa

or a fun family beach holiday to the popular Red Sea resort of Eilat, the Isrotel King Solomon has to be
one of your top choices. With a great location on Eilat’s marina and just by the fabulous North Beach,
guests can enjoy the stunning harbour and sea views as well as glorious Red Sea waters. The hotel also
adjoins King’s Wharf which is a stunning promenade of shops and restaurants. The hotel itself has an
outdoor pool and luxurious ‘Espirit’ Spa and for children the ‘Kids Kingdom’ is a magical play area of over
300m² that is beyond their wildest imagination. Along with excellent service and a welcoming atmosphere, it
is clear why this hotel has earned its reputation as one of the premier family hotels in Eilat.

LOW SEASON: £935 | MID SEASON: £1,235 | HIGH SEASON: £1,289 || 7 NIGHTS DURATION

LOW SEASON: £989 | MID SEASON: £1,109 | HIGH SEASON: £1,225 || 7 NIGHTS DURATION

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON BASED ON 2 ADULTS SHARING A ROOM, WITH FLIGHTS FROM LONDON LUTON.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON BASED ON 2 ADULTS SHARING A ROOM, WITH FLIGHTS FROM LONDON LUTON.

Ask your preferred Travel Agent to contact us on 020 8340 7612 | sales@cyplon.co.uk

For our latest offers and information visit www.cyplon.co.uk | 020 8340 7612

EILAT
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WELCOME TO JORDAN

H

ome to one of the New Seven Wonders of the
World, Jordan is a timeless destination that has
been attracting visitors from all over the world for
centuries. From the magic of its desert landscapes to
majestic Roman remains, from cosmopolitan Amman
to mystical Petra, Jordan offers a unique cultural
experience that is simply not to be missed. It’s also
attractive to the more laid-back traveller; Aqaba is an
unspoilt yet thriving Red Sea resort, while the Dead
Sea offers the ultimate pampering holiday as well as
historical interest. If you’ve visited Classical Egypt and
seen the wondrous remains of the ancient Egyptian
culture, you’re bound to enjoy the incredibly impressive
legacy left by both the Nabateans and the Romans in
Jordan. Enjoy the famous Jordanian warm welcome on a
guided tour, multi-centre holiday or simple beach break.

36

The modern state of Jordan is relatively young, with it officially being recognized as
the “Hashemite Kingdom of the Jordan” in 1946. However the history of the region
that we today call Jordan is quite simply staggering. The region has played host to
some of the earliest and most impressive human civilizations in history. The timeline
of events through history is far too intricate to describe in just a few sentences but we
can assure you that you will have a fascinating and enlightening journey discovering
this rich history when you visit this land yourself. All the great civilizations of history
including the Egyptians, Assyrians, Babylonians, Hittites, Greeks, Romans, Arabs,
Turks and Crusaders all traded, built cities and fought wars here, leaving behind their
indelible marks and influences. From this perspective, there really are not many places
on earth more interesting than Jordan.

WEATHER IN JORDAN
Being in the heart of the Middle East and with 90% of the country covered by desert,
the weather in Jordan can hit high and low extremities. During the summer months of
June, July and August - in desert areas specifically - temperatures can soar as high as 40
degrees during the day, and fall as low as 4 degrees when the sun sets. Many people
tend to prefer travelling during spring and autumn months when temperatures are a
little less intense, and it is therefore advised to plan your trip accordingly.

JORDANIAN CUISINE
The best way to anyone's heart is through their stomach. Jordan has a huge range of food
and mezes to try and sample. Whether it be passing by a food stall or having a traditional
sit down Jordanian meal, you'll be sure to indulge yourself in the unique flavours and
aromas. As Jordan is one of the largest producers of olives in the world, Jordanians always
find a way to integrate this delicious, and some believe medicinal ingredient, into their

AT A GLANCE:
Airports: 			
Average Flight Time:
Average Temperature:
Time Zone: 		
Currency: 		
Language:		
Population: 		

HISTORY OF JORDAN

Amman Airport (AMM), Aqaba Airport (AQJ)
5 hours
28-30°C
GMT+2
Jordanian Dinar
Arabic, English widely spoken
9.5 Million

authentic cooking. Along with the two main herbs Sumac and Za'atar which are grown wild
in Jordan, yoghurt is also a very popular ingredient and is included in their national dish
Mansaf, which Jordanians believe is a dish symbolising generosity in their culture.

Ask your preferred Travel Agent to contact us on 020 8340 7612 | sales@cyplon.co.uk

AMMAN

RESORTS IN JORDAN

The capital of Jordan is both a modern, cosmopolitan centre - home to tree-lined streets of elegant houses, cafés and shops - and
an ancient city, evidence of which can be found all around with the remains of Neolithic, Ammonite, Assyrian, Babylonian, Persian,
Nabatean, Roman, Byzantine and Ottoman civilisations abounding. Together, these two different aspects of Amman combine to make

UMM QAIS

an unforgettable city worthy of several days’ exploration. Amman is located between the fertile Jordan Valley and the desert, and
makes an ideal base to explore the nearby attractions or enjoy a range of outdoor activities that include hiking, horse riding, hot-air

J

ordan, much like Israel, is bursting with natural beauty
and ancient wonder. It is rare that visitors to Jordan will
visit only one resort or city. Jordan is best discovered by
experiencing as much of the richness and diversity that this
country is able to offer. From the cosmopolitan
Amman, the ancient Petra, the healing Dead Sea,
DEAD SEA
the Red Sea waters of Aqaba and the stunning
wilderness of Wadi Rum, each of Jordan’s main cities
and resorts are truly unique and offer a completely
different experience from the next. Overleaf is a brief
overview of each resort that will hopefully give you a
sense of the diversity of unforgettable experiences to
be had in Jordan.

ballooning and paint-balling. Amman makes a unique destination as a city break, a stop on a multi centre or tailor made holiday, or on

PELLA

a guided tour.
JERASH
AJLOUN

PETRA
In 2007 Petra was voted one of the 7 New Wonders of the World, and a visit to this endlessly fascinating city quickly reveals why. The ancient

AMMAN

Amman International
Airport (AMM)

metropolis combines architecture with panoramic views and great natural beauty, and exudes a captivating atmosphere of mystery. Explore
awe inspiring constructions carved into the famous pink rock in Roman times and discover remains of the ancient Nabatean culture. From
the first approach, a trip to Petra is truly magical. The city can only be accessed via the Siq, a narrow gorge of over 1km featuring stunning
rock formations, which ends on the doorstep of AlKhazneh - the Treasury - one of Jordan’s most iconic sites, made famous in the film Indiana
Jones and the Last Crusade. Petra can also be accessed from Aqaba, where a charter flight operates during winter.

MOUNT NEBO

NOTE: As some sites in Petra require climbing steps and uphill treks, the resort may not be suitable for people with walking difficulties.

MADABA

DEAD SEA
KARAK

The lowest point on earth is also one of the most unforgettable, offering visitors an utterly unique experience. Travellers have been
journeying to the Dead Sea for many years and for many different reasons; to take advantage of the health benefits of the highly

JORDAN

oxygenated air and nutrient-rich waters, to visit the local sites of religious and cultural significance, for beauty treatments available
at the resort’s spas, or to simply experience first hand the beautiful landscape, amazingly buoyant waters and rejuvenating mud. The
Dead Sea is also located in an area rich in history and Biblical references, and is believed to be the site of five Biblical cities.

PETRA
AQABA
Aqaba is a Red Sea resort like no other. As well as a peaceful, un-commercialised holiday resort with some excellent quality hotels
and great water sports facilities, it is also Jordan’s only port, with a bustling town centre full of life, day and night. With many shops,
restaurants and cafés frequented by locals as well as tourists, Aqaba offers an authentic taste of Jordanian life, as well as being a tax

WADI RUM
TALA BAY
AQABA

Aqaba International
Airport (AQJ)

free zone. Close at hand is Wadi Rum and the stunning desert landscapes made famous by T.E. Lawrence, and Petra is also within easy
reach - making Aqaba an ideal base for exploring some of Jordan’s most iconic sites. The desert lends itself perfectly to activities such
as camel treks, jeep safaris and camping and is an unforgettable experience.

WADI RUM
Declared a protected area in 1998, Wadi Rum is an area of stunning desert wilderness. Spread over 720 km², the landscape of this vast
desert expanse comprises huge sandstone and granite mountains with sheer sides, valleys and canyons. Wadi Rum has played, and
still plays host to Bedouin tribes for thousands of years with evidence of this in the form of ancient drawings etched onto the sides
of rocks and caves. The distinctive vistas of the orange mountains and desert of Wadi Rum are truly iconic and these have been used
as the backdrop in many Hollywood films including Lawrence of Arabia, Prometheus, Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen and most
recently The Martian.

Wadi Rum Desert, Jordan
38

Ask your preferred Travel Agent to contact us on 020 8340 7612 | sales@cyplon.co.uk

EXCURSIONS IN JORDAN

J

ordan is a country that is simply bursting with
history and awe inspiring sites. Whilst we would
recommend going on one of our set guided tours
in order to get the full Jordan experience and to
not miss a single thing, our excursions are a great
alternative whereby you can be more selective with
what you see and when. Full day visits to Petra, the
Wadi Rum dessert or the Dead sea are just a small
selection of what we can offer and these can be
planned around your itinerary in a way that suits
you. With even more choice available than what is
shown here, our in-house Jordan expert advisors
are able and willing to advise you and even tailormake your own bespoke excursion if need be.

PETRA FULL DAY VISIT

JERASH

VISIT BETHANY AND DEAD SEA PANORAMA

HALF DAY

FULL DAY

Visit the best preserved example of Roman civilization, “the Pompeii of the East” -

Combine a visit to Bethany, “The Baptism Site”, with a visit to the Dead Sea Panoramic

the city of Jerash. Part of the Decapolis (the ten big Roman cities of the East), this

complex/Dead Sea Museum. This museum has some fascinating information about the

city features theaters, churches, temples (Zeus and Artemis), a Nymphaeum and

geology, ecology (animal and plant), archaeology, history and industry of the Dead Sea

colonnaded streets.

and surrounding area. It has a magnificent views of the Dead Sea and the hills beyond it.

Prices from £89 per person

Prices from Dead Sea £85 per person (+ Add English speaking guide from £55pp)

JERASH & AJLOUN

UM QAIS & PELLA

FULL DAY

FULL DAY

Following an excursion to Jerash, “the Pompeii of the East”, proceed to the Saracen

Visit Umm Qais, (aka Gadara) which commands a magnificent view over the northern

castle at Ajlun. This 12th Century castle was built by Saladin in his successful campaign

Jordan Valley, the Sea of Galilee (Lake Tiberias), the Yarmouk River gorge and the Golan

to drive the Crusaders from Jordan in 1189 and is a wonderful example of Arab/Islamic

Heights. Then explore Pella; another city of the Decapolis, in the Jordan Valley. Most of

military architecture.

the visible structures date from the Roman, Byzantine and Islamic periods (2nd to 14th

FULL DAY
Visit Petra, the eighth wonder of the ancient world and a vast, unique city, carved into
the sheer rock face by the Nabataens. Petra was an important junction for the silk,
spice and other trade routes that linked Asia and southern Arabia with Africa and
Europe. Petra has been featured in Hollywood blockbusters such as "Indiana Jones and
the Last Crusade" and " The Mummy Returns”.
Prices from Petra £169 per person
Prices from Amman £219 per person

BETHANY & DEAD SEA
HALF DAY
Visit Bethany, “The Baptism Site” - For Christians, the most significant event associated
with the River Jordan is undoubtedly the baptism of Jesus Christ by John the Baptist.
Interestingly enough, this also took place very close to Beit 'Abara, where Joshua, Elijah
and Elisha crossed the river.
Prices from Amman £99 per person

Wadi Rum (Lawrence of Arabia), Jordan

Combine with Madaba & Mt. Nebo for an extra £29 per person
Dead Sea, Jordan

Jerash Ruins, Jordan

Church of Bethany, Jordan

Moses Cross at Mount Nebo, Jordan

Petra, Jordan
Ajloun Castle, Jordan

Centuries A.D.)
Prices from Amman £95 per person + Add a private guide from £35pp
Prices from Dead Sea £99 per person + Add a private guide from £35pp

Prices from Amman £59 per person

MADABA & MT. NEBO

WADI RUM – LAWRENCE OF ARABIA

FULL DAY

FULL DAY

Explore the mosaics in the city of Madaba, where the oldest map of the Holy Land

Explore the magical desert of Wadi Rum, home of “Lawrence of Arabia”. Upon arrival,

exists on the floor of Saint George’s Church. Then visit Mt. Nebo, the alleged burial site

you will take one of the jeeps owned by the local Bedouins, for a trip into the many sites

of Moses overlooking the Jordan Valley and the Dead Sea. Here Franciscans have built

in the moon-like landscaped desert which also boasts being Jordan’s largest desert.

a structure that protects a 4th and 6th Century Byzantine church.
Prices from Petra £115 per person
Prices from Amman £59 per person (includes English Speaking Guide).
Prices from Dead Sea £119 per person (+ Add English speaking guide from £109pp)
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Ask your preferred Travel Agent to contact us on 020 8340 7612 | sales@cyplon.co.uk

For our latest offers and information visit www.cyplon.co.uk | 020 8340 7612

JORDAN DISCOVERY TOUR
7 NIGHTS - GUIDED TOUR

T

his 7 night tour which as its name suggests, allows
you to Discover this magnificent ancient land
and its many wonders that span thousands of years
of history. This tour ensures that you will see all of
Jordan’s most famous landmarks, including Amman
and its Roman ruins, the Dead Sea, Jordan Valley,
the iconic ancient city of Petra and the Wadi Rum
desert where film ‘Lawrence of Arabia’ was filmed.
This itinerary will meet all your Jordan needs in an
informative and friendly group atmosphere.

ITINERARY
DAY 1 - SUNDAY - AMMAN:
Meet at Amman International Airport and transfer to hotel of choice. Overnight in Amman.
DAY 2 - MONDAY - AMMAN:
Morning tour of Amman, visiting the Roman Theatre, the Citadel, the Archaeology and
the Folklore Museums, old and modern Amman and one of the many art galleries in this
capital city. Afternoon at leisure and dinner at a local restaurant. Overnight in Amman.
DAY 3 - TUESDAY – AMMAN – DEAD SEA – PELLA – UMM QAIS:
Drive down to the lowest spot on earth and experience floating in the waters of the Dead
Sea. Continue northwards to Pella in the Jordan Valley. Continue to Um Qais, Gedara of the
Bible (Mathew 8:28-43), for a spectacular view of the Sea of Galilee, the Yarmouk River and
the Golan Heights. Return in the late afternoon to Amman. Overnight in Amman
DAY 4 - WEDNESDAY – JERASH - AJLOUN:
A late morning tour of Jerash (Gerasa of antiquity), the best preserved city of Roman times
to visit its theatres, temples, churches and colonnaded streets. Then continue to Ajloun to
tour the 12th century Saracen Castle built by one of Saladin’s lieutenants in the campaign
against the Crusaders.
DAY 5 - THURSDAY – MADABA – MT NEBO – KERAK - PETRA:
Drive southwards along the Kings’ Way to Petra, visiting Madaba with the oldest map
of the Holy Land, and its Mosaic School, Mt. Nebo and the alleged burial site of Moses
overlooking the Dead Sea and the Jordan Valley; then drive through the magnificent
scenery of Wadi Mujib to Kerak to visit the Crusader Castle of (stop for optional lunch).

DAY 3
PELLA &
UMM QAIS

Overnight in Petra.
DAY 6 - FRIDAY - PETRA:
A full day to visit the many sites of Petra, this city that was carved into the rose-red Sharah

WEST BANK

DAY 4 JERASH & AJLOUN

Mountains by the Nabateans and lost to Civilization until re-discovered by the Swiss
Burkhardt. Walk through the Siq, a narrow and winding fissure between the cliffs, to reach
the Treasury, the Roman Theater, the Courts, Qasr Bint Pharaoun, Temple of the Winged

DAY 1 & 2
AMMAN
Amman
Airport (AMM)
RI

P

DAY 5
MADABA,
MOUNT NEBO
& KERAK

ST
GA
ZA

Monastery. Overnight in Petra.
DAY 7 - SATURDAY – WADI RUM - AMMAN:
Visit the Wadi Rum Desert (with a short ride in a 4x4 vehicle) and its awesome moonlike

DAY 3
DEAD SEA

ISRAEL

Lion and other monuments. A break for optional lunch, or you may wish to climb up to the

landscape, where the film “Lawrence of Arabia” was shot. If time permits a short visit to
Aqaba, Jordan’s only sea port city. Return to Amman on the Desert Highway (stop en route
for optional lunch). Overnight in Amman.

JORDAN

DAY 8 - SUNDAY - RETURN FLIGHT
Transfer to Amman International Airport, and assistance with departure formalities.

NOTE: This Tour can be arranged and taken as a private tour.
Please enquire for further details.

DAY 6
PETRA

PRICE INCLUDES:
DAY 7
WADI RUM
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•

Return Flights from London Heathrow

•

Private Taxi Transfers

•

Accommodation on Bed & Breakfast

•

Your chosen Tour + All Entrance Fees

•

English Speaking Guides

•

20kg baggage allowance

•

ATOL Protection

Ask your preferred Travel Agent to contact us on 020 8340 7612 | sales@cyplon.co.uk

Jordan
Discovery Tour
- 7 NIGHTS PRICES AVAILABLE FROM

£1,349pp

byDESIGN

INTERCONTINENTAL AMMAN

Spa
City Break

byDESIGN

MÖVENPICK RESORT PETRA

AMMAN

PETRA

L

L

ocated on one of Amman’s 7 hills, the InterContinental is a hotel that boasts an oasis of outstanding
luxury. Regarded as one of the finest hotels in not only Amman, but the whole of Jordan, this hotel
offers service, cuisine and amenities of the highest standards. The hotel is conveniently placed within
walking distance from the old city centre and the retail and restaurant district as well as being just a short
car journey away from the most popular tourist sites including the famous Citadel. Guests can enjoy both
indoor and outdoor pool as well as a full-service spa and the 3 in-hotel restaurants serve sumptuous Middle
Eastern, Mexican and Indian cuisine.

Supreme Luxury
Spa
Romantic

ocated at the entrance to the historical marvel that is Petra and with views over the Great Rift Valley, the
Mövenpick Resort Petra combines modern amenities and luxuries with oriental features, materials and
fabrics to create a unique atmosphere. As with all Mövenpick hotels and resorts, the cuisine on offer here is
of the highest standard and with 183 newly renovated rooms and suites, guests experience true comfort in
order to enjoy the ancient surroundings.

LOW SEASON: £895 | MID SEASON: £909 | HIGH SEASON: £985 || 4 NIGHTS DURATION

LOW SEASON: £1,059 | MID SEASON: £1,085 | HIGH SEASON: £1,109 || 4 NIGHTS DURATION

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON BASED ON 2 ADULTS SHARING A ROOM, WITH FLIGHTS FROM LONDON HEATHROW.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON BASED ON 2 ADULTS SHARING A ROOM, WITH FLIGHTS FROM LONDON HEATHROW.

byDESIGN

KEMPINSKI HOTEL

Family
Spa
City Break

byDESIGN

MARRIOTT PETRA HOTEL

AMMAN

PETRA

L

T

ocated centrally in the heart of the city of Amman, the 5-star Kempinski Hotel Amman is renowned for its
impeccable service and high standards in every part of the hotel. The hotel is styled in modern manner
with a hint of classic design. This is an ideal place to stay for those wishing to get the most out of exploring
this vibrant city whilst having a luxurious base to look forward to returning to. The hotel has 2 restaurants
and 3 bars for guests to enjoy, as well as an outdoor pool, a luxury spa and an entertainment centre with 8
bowling alleys, pool and PlayStation games. This is certainly one of the premier hotels in the city of Amman.

he Petra Marriott Hotel overlooks the stunning mountainous backdrop of Petra, while the hotel
combines traditional hospitality, the surrounding ancient wonders and 5* accommodation and
amenities to create a mystical ambience, where the timelessness of Petra is palpable. A stay here will leave
guests feeling as though they have experienced one of the most important landmarks in the world whilst
staying in high class surroundings.

LOW SEASON: £935 | MID SEASON: £959 | HIGH SEASON: £999 || 4 NIGHTS DURATION

LOW SEASON: £975 | MID SEASON: £999 | HIGH SEASON: £1,029 || 4 NIGHTS DURATION

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON BASED ON 2 ADULTS SHARING A ROOM, WITH FLIGHTS FROM LONDON HEATHROW.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON BASED ON 2 ADULTS SHARING A ROOM, WITH FLIGHTS FROM LONDON HEATHROW.

byDESIGN

byDESIGN

City Break

Romantic

LE MERIDIEN AMMAN

MÖVENPICK NABATEAN CASTLE

AMMAN

PETRA

T

T

he 5* Le Meridien Amman is ideally situated in the heart of Amman, Jordan’s capital, and is just a
short distance from the Amman Citadel, the Roman Amphitheatre and the city’s many shopping malls
and shopping areas. Le Meridien Amman is also just a day trip away from Jordan’s famous landmarks
including the Dead Sea and Petra. This hotel offers guests first class facilities and cuisine along with 5*
accommodation and a perfect location to enjoy the best that Jordan has to offer.

he views that can be enjoyed from the Mövenpick Nabatean Castle are truly breathtaking. This 5-star hotel
is set on a hillside in Wadi Musa at an altitude of 1,400m and overlooks the stunning Great Rift Valley.
Complimenting the natural surrounding beauty, the hotel resembles a majestic Islamic castle perched high
on a privileged position. Guests can enjoy FREE WiFi throughout the hotel, as well as an indoor pool, fitness
centre, panoramic terrace, a buffet restaurant as well a views over the Great Rift Valley from every guest room.
The Mövenpick Nabatean Castle is located just 10 minutes away from the entrance to the ancient city of Petra
making this the ideal base for those visiting one of the most famous sites in the world.
LOW SEASON: £899 | MID SEASON: £929 | HIGH SEASON: £1,029 || 4 NIGHTS DURATION

LOW SEASON: £919 | MID SEASON: £,1029 | HIGH SEASON: £1,069 || 4 NIGHTS DURATION

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON BASED ON 2 ADULTS SHARING A ROOM, 4 NIGHTS WITH FLIGHTS FROM LONDON

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON BASED ON 2 ADULTS SHARING A ROOM, WITH FLIGHTS FROM LONDON HEATHROW.

HEATHROW.

byDESIGN

MARRIOTT AMMAN HOTEL

Family
Spa
City Break

Boutique

PETRA MOON HOTEL
PETRA

T

T

LOW SEASON: £939 | MID SEASON: £985 | HIGH SEASON: £1,029 || 4 NIGHTS DURATION
PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON BASED ON 2 ADULTS SHARING A ROOM, WITH FLIGHTS FROM LONDON HEATHROW.

AMMAN

byDESIGN

AMMAN
he Amman Marriott Hotel offers guests a 5* base for their Jordanian adventure in a 5,000 year old
city. With Amman’s shops and tourist attractions at your doorstep and Jordan’s historical landmarks
just a short distance away, this quality hotel welcomes discerning guests looking for high standards in all
departments as part of their cultural extravaganza in Jordan.
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Spa
Romantic

Ask your preferred Travel Agent to contact us on 020 8340 7612 | sales@cyplon.co.uk

he Petra Moon Hotel sits just 300 meters away from the famed entrance to Petra making this an ideal
base for those visiting the ancient and majestic city. The accommodation at this hotel is spacious,
comfortable and with balconies looking out onto the Petra mountains. The hotel’s main restaurant serves
buffet and á la carte meals and in the evenings guests can enjoy BBQ’s on the roof terrace whilst listening
to traditional Arabic music. There is also a pool and bar located on the hotel’s roof terrace. For comfort,
convenience and value when visiting Petra, the Petra Moon Hotel offers it all.

LOW SEASON: £835 | MID SEASON: £859 | HIGH SEASON: £899 || 4 NIGHTS DURATION
PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON BASED ON 2 ADULTS SHARING A ROOM, 4 NIGHTS WITH FLIGHTS FROM LONDON
HEATHROW.

For our latest offers and information visit www.cyplon.co.uk | 020 8340 7612

PETRA
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byDESIGN

KEMPINKSI HOTEL ISHTAR
DEAD SEA

byDESIGN

Supreme Luxury
Family
Beach
Spa
Romantic

Family
Beach
Spa

MÖVENPICK RESORT AQABA
AQABA

T

he Kempinski Hotel Ishtar Dead Sea is a world-class and indulgent spa hotel in arguably the best
natural spa resort in the world. The hotel is located just a one minute walk away from the beaches of
the Dead Sea, allowing guests to conveniently bath in the healing Dead Sea waters. The hotel’s luxurious
‘Resence Spa’ is vast, spread over 10,000m², and will exceed all of your spa and relaxation needs. The hotel
also features a number of gourmet restaurants as well as FREE WiFi throughout the hotel, fitness centre, 9
swimming pools set amongst the hotel gardens with lagoons, waterfalls and a lazy river and a tennis court.
This is a great choice of hotel for ultimate indulgence and pampering by the Dead Sea.

T

he Mövenpick Resort Aqaba is a classy 5-star property in Aqaba that can meet all your needs for a holiday
by the Red Sea. The hotel is set directly on a sandy beach so guests can take full advantage of the glorious
Res Sea waters with diving and water-sports available nearby. A beautifully designed hotel with influences
taken from European and Arabic architecture, create a luxuriously calming yet homely atmosphere is created
for guests’ maximum relaxation. There are 4 swimming pools for guests to enjoy along with gym facilities and a
children’s club. Guests have a selection of 6 restaurants and bars to choose from and with all Mövenpick hotels,
the food served here is of a very high standard.

LOW SEASON: £1,275 | MID SEASON: £1,299| HIGH SEASON: £1,445 || 4 NIGHTS DURATION

LOW SEASON: £1,109 | MID SEASON: £1,275 | HIGH SEASON: £1,429 || 7 NIGHTS DURATION

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON BASED ON 2 ADULTS SHARING A ROOM, WITH FLIGHTS FROM LONDON HEATHROW.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON BASED ON 2 ADULTS SHARING A ROOM, WITH FLIGHTS FROM LONDON HEATHROW.

byDESIGN

MÖVENPICK RESORT & SPA

byDESIGN

Supreme Luxury
Family
Beach
Spa

INTERCONTINENTAL AQABA RESORT

DEAD SEA

AQABA

T

I

his lavish Mövenpick Resort & Spa Dead Sea is found in a traditional village setting nestled amongst
lush gardens. Located on the Northern Shores of the Dead Sea, the resort offers the award winning
Arabian Dead Sea Zara Spa, set over 6,000sq.m and providing some of the best spa facilities in the world.
This quality hotel is ideal for those looking to relax and experience the healing waters of the Dead Sea while
staying in 5* Mövenpick luxury.

f its luxury by the Red Sea that you are looking for, then the 5-star InterContinental Aqaba Resort is a classy
sanctuary that will satisfy even the most distinguished traveller. Set just a few minutes away from the hotel’s
own private white sandy beach, hotel guests have access to the Red Sea’s turquoise waters which are coveted as
world class for diving and snorkelling. The combination of the Red Sea waters and the surrounding mountains
create a stunning backdrop and panoramic vistas for guests of this luxury hotel to savour. The hotel also
features a full service spa and fitness centre as well as beautifully a beautifully designed pool area and gardens
which add to the hotel’s ambience of tranquillity. The centre of Aqaba is just a short walk away from the hotel.

LOW SEASON: £955 | MID SEASON: £975 | HIGH SEASON: £1,159 || 4 NIGHTS DURATION

LOW SEASON: £1,135 | MID SEASON: £1,409 | HIGH SEASON: £1,549 || 7 NIGHTS DURATION

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON BASED ON 2 ADULTS SHARING A ROOM, WITH FLIGHTS FROM LONDON HEATHROW.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON BASED ON 2 ADULTS SHARING A ROOM, WITH FLIGHTS FROM LONDON HEATHROW.

byDESIGN

JORDAN VALLEY MARRIOTT RESORT

Family
Beach
Spa

byDESIGN

MÖVENPICK RESORT TALA BAY

DEAD SEA

AQABA

N

T

estled between the mountains and the Dead Sea, the Jordan Valley Marriott Resort and Spa provides
guests with a tranquil and relaxing haven to enjoy the healing and rejuvenating waters of the Dead Sea.
Located in a serene and almost uninhabited area, the hotel provides the ideal setting for ultimate relaxation
and cleansing of the body and mind. Coupled with 5* luxury and service, this hotel is a great option to enjoy
one of the most magical places on earth.

Supreme Luxury
Family
Beach
Spa
Romantic

he Mövenpick Resort & Spa Tala Bay Aqaba is a stunning resort with a private beach and stunning views
of the Red Sea and surrounding mountains. The resort was built in a style to blend into the local and
regional surroundings, yet the interior is lavish and contemporary in design. The hotel is ideal for a passing
through during a tour of Jordan or for a longer stay, with fantastic family facilities, the Zara Spa offering
authentic treatments and experiences and a first class Diving Centre and water sport facilities.

LOW SEASON: £939 | MID SEASON: £1,085 | HIGH SEASON: £1,165 || 4 NIGHTS DURATION

LOW SEASON: £1,129 | MID SEASON: £1,359 | HIGH SEASON: £1,529 || 7 NIGHTS DURATION

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON BASED ON 2 ADULTS SHARING A ROOM, WITH FLIGHTS FROM LONDON HEATHROW.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON BASED ON 2 ADULTS SHARING A ROOM, WITH FLIGHTS FROM LONDON HEATHROW.

byDESIGN

CROWNE PLAZA JORDAN

Family
Beach
Spa

DEAD SEA - JORDAN

byDESIGN

DOUBLE TREE BY HILTON

DEAD SEA

AQABA

A

I

s one of the premier hotels in the Dead Sea region, the 5 star Crowne Plaza Jordan – Dead Sea Resort
& Spa offers everything that a discerning traveller would hope for when visiting the Dead Sea. Set on
a white sandy beach on the shore of the Dead Sea waters, guests can enjoy direct access to the coveted
healing waters. A luxury full service spa, fitness centre and large outdoor pool along with 3 restaurants and
3 bars, luxurious surroundings and hospitable service mean that all needs will be met here no matter how
long your stay by the Dead Sea lasts.

46

Family
Beach
Spa

Family
Beach
Spa

deally located less than 15 minutes away from the King Hussein International Airport, the Double Tree by
Hilton Aqaba is a perfect stop over during your adventure in Jordan. With breathtaking views over the Red
Sea’s Gulf of Aqaba, 5* amenities and contemporary design and a traditionally warm Jordanian welcome,
this hotel is an ideal base to both relax and enjoy Aqaba and Jordan’s history and sites.

LOW SEASON: £912 | MID SEASON: £1,079 | HIGH SEASON: £1,139 || 4 NIGHTS DURATION

LOW SEASON: £889 | MID SEASON: £1,009 | HIGH SEASON: £1,120 || 7 NIGHTS DURATION

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON BASED ON 2 ADULTS SHARING A ROOM, WITH FLIGHTS FROM LONDON HEATHROW.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON BASED ON 2 ADULTS SHARING A ROOM, WITH FLIGHTS FROM LONDON HEATHROW.

Ask your preferred Travel Agent to contact us on 020 8340 7612 | sales@cyplon.co.uk

For our latest offers and information visit www.cyplon.co.uk | 020 8340 7612

AQABA
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TERMS & CONDITIONS
Your contractual agreement is with Cyplon Travel Limited. It has been
structured, in the interest of fair trading, to safeguard your holiday
arrangements.

1. YOUR HOLIDAY CONTRACT

When you make a booking you guarantee that you have the authority
to accept and do accept on behalf of your party the terms of these
booking conditions. A contract will exist as soon as we issue our
confirmation invoice. This contract is made on the terms of these
booking conditions, which are governed by English Law, and the
jurisdiction of the English Courts.

2. YOUR FINANCIAL PROTECTION

We provide full financial protection for our package holidays, by way
of our Air Travel Organiser’s Licence number 0891. When you buy
an ATOL protected flight or flight inclusive holiday from us you will
receive an ATOL Certificate. This lists what is financially protected,
where you can get information on what this means for you and who
to contact if things go wrong. We will provide you with the services
listed on the ATOL Certificate (or a suitable alternative). In some cases,
where we aren’t able do so for reasons of insolvency, an alternative
ATOL holder may provide you with the services you have bought or
a suitable alternative (at no extra cost to you). You agree to accept
that in those circumstances the alternative ATOL holder will perform
those obligations and you agree to pay any money outstanding to
be paid by you under your contract to that alternative ATOL holder.
However, you also agree that in some cases it will not be possible to
appoint an alternative ATOL holder, in which case you will be entitled
to make a claim under the ATOL scheme (or your credit card issuer
where applicable). If we are unable to provide the services listed (or a
suitable alternative, through an alternative ATOL holder or otherwise)
for reasons of insolvency. The Trustees of the Air Travel Trust may
make a payment to (or confer a benefit on) you under the ATOL
scheme. You agree that in return for such a payment or benefit you
assign absolutely to those Trustees any claims which you have or may
have arising out of or relating to the non-provision of the services,
including any claim against us, the travel agent (or your credit card
issuer where applicable). You also agree that any such claims may be
re-assigned to another body, if that other body has paid sums you
have claimed under the ATOL scheme.

3. ABTA

Camping
WADI RUM NIGHT CAMP

Camping
CAPTAINS MAIN DESERT CAMP

WADI RUM

WADI RUM

W

O

adi Rum Night Luxury Camp offers guests a sensational and fully immersive
experience in the Wadi Rum desert. Choose to stay in a Luxurious Tent or a unique
Bubble Room that allows you to look up and marvel at the starry desert night sky from
the comfort of your own bed. The camp has a private chef serving tasty and traditional
Jordanian cuisine for breakfast and dinner which can be enjoyed in one of the tents
or under the night sky. From the camp you can take excursions to explore Wadi Rum
including camel rides, Jeep safaris and sand boarding.

FEATURES
• Lounge area with traditional Arabian furniture
• Modern toilet facilities and shower cubicles

ffering an authentic slice of Bedouin culture in the awe-inspiring Wadi Rum, the
Captain’s Main Desert Camp is a friendly and welcoming destination. Dine on traditional
Bedouin cuisine, sip fresh mint tea while sitting around a fire and listing to live Arabic
musicians and look up at the night sky that is lit up with more stars than you can possibly
imagine. Guests can explore the Wadi Rum desert on camel-back or by Jeep to gain a true
appreciation of the history and natural beauty of the area. The traditional goat hair tents are
comfortable and furnished with carpets and a mosquito net.

FEATURES
• Communal lounge area • Modern toilet and shower facilities
LEISURE FACILITIES
• Activities and excursions including; camel and horse tours, desert Jeep tours, hiking

LEISURE FACILITIES
• Activities and excursions including: Camel ride, Jeep safari, sand boarding, Nomad visit
DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
• Breakfast and dinner are prepared by the camp’s private chef so you can sample the delicious,
traditional Jordanian food in one of the luxury tents or under the night stars
ACCOMMODATION
Accommodation at this camp includes 25 Luxury Tents. Each tent is spacious and features a Bedouin
sofa, bathrobes and slippers, a selection of bathroom amenities, fine bed linen and a private outdoor
terrace. Electricity is provided to the tents at night via solar power.

DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
• Traditional Jordanian Bedouin cuisine served in the ‘Dining Tent’ and can be enjoyed outdoors
• Traditional Arabic music entertainment
ACCOMMODATION
Guests can choose to stay in a large communal tent that is divided into compartments for privacy,
or a private tent which is separated from other tents. Guests wishing to have a little more luxury can
stay in a ‘Pasha’ tent which is larger with a low seated table and bathroom.

Guests can also choose to stay in a unique Bubble Room where you can enjoy the sight of the stars
from the comfort of your own bed.

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON
Low-Season

Mid-Season

PRICE GUIDELINE PER PERSON
High-Season

Added onto any package holiday in Jordan

£69 per person per night
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WADI RUM

Terms & Conditions:

Low-Season

Prices are based on 2 Adults sharing the leading room category

Added onto any package holiday in Jordan

and can be added onto any Package Holiday in Jordan. For an
accurate, up-to-date price, please call our Reservations Team.

Mid-Season

High-Season

£75 per person per night

Terms & Conditions:
Prices are based on 2 Adults sharing the leading room category
and can be added onto any Package Holiday in Jordan. For an
accurate, up-to-date price, please call our Reservations Team.

Ask your preferred Travel Agent to contact us on 020 8340 7612 | sales@cyplon.co.uk

We are a Member of ABTA, membership number V5573. We are
obliged to maintain a high standard of service to you by ABTA’s Code
of Conduct. We can also offer you ABTA’s scheme for the resolution
of disputes which is approved by the Chartered Trading Standards
Institute. If we can’t resolve your complaint, go to www.abta.com to use
ABTA’s simple procedure. Further information on the Code and ABTA’s
assistance in resolving disputes can be found on www.abta.com.

4. YOUR HOLIDAY PRICE

The prices shown in our brochure are for guidance only. We have adopted
a completely fluid method of pricing our holidays (i.e our prices may
change second by second to reflect ever changing airfares, hotel rates etc.)
Therefore, our prices will be more accurate. You will be advised of the current
price of the holiday that you wish to book before your contract is confirmed.
When you make a booking you must pay a non-refundable deposit of
£100 per person plus an agreed amount for flight seats purchased at
time of booking. An additional non-refundable deposit will be required for
a Wedding or Cruise and it may differ for a group booking. The balance
of the price of your travel arrangements must be paid at least 10 weeks
before your departure date. If you are booking late i.e. within 10 weeks of
departure full payment will be required. If the deposit and/or balance is
not paid in time, we shall cancel your travel arrangements. If the balance
is not paid in time we shall retain your deposit. Changes in transportation
costs, including the cost of fuel, dues, taxes or fees chargeable for services
such as landing taxes or embarkation or disembarkation fees at ports
and airports and exchange rates mean that the price of your travel
arrangements may change after you have booked. However there will be
no change within 30 days of your departure.
We will absorb and you will not be charged for any increase equivalent
to 2% of the price of your travel arrangements, which excludes
insurance premiums and any amendment charges. You will be
charged for the amount over and above that, plus an administration
charge of £1.00 per person together with an amount to cover agents’
commission. If this means that you have to pay an increase of more
than 10% of the price of your travel arrangements, you will have the
option of accepting a change to another holiday if we are able to offer
one (if this is of equivalent or higher quality you will not have to pay
more but if it is of lower quality you will be refunded the difference
in price), or cancelling and receiving a full refund of all monies paid,
except for any amendment charges. Should you decide to cancel
for this reason, you must exercise your right to do so within 14 days
from the invoice. Should the price of your holiday go down due to
the changes mentioned above, by more than 2% of your holiday cost,
then any refund due will be paid to you. However please note that
travel arrangements are not always purchased in local currency and
some apparent changes have no impact on the price of your travel
due to contractual and other protection in place.
When you buy a flight-based holiday, all monies you pay to the travel
agent are held by the agent on behalf and for the benefit of the
Trustees of the Air Travel Trust at all times. This is subject to the agent’s
obligation to pay it to us for so long as we do not fail. If we fail, any
money held at that time by the agent, or subsequently accepted from
you by him, is and continues to be held on behalf of and for the benefit
of the Trustees of the Air Travel Trust without any obligation to pay that
money to us. When you buy a holiday not including a flight, all monies
you pay to the travel agent are held by him on our behalf at all times.
In the unlikely event of a genuine costing error caused by either our
reservations team or in house booking system, or appearing on your
confirmation invoice, we reserve the right to amend accordingly. Similarly,
we undertake to refund any overcharge caused by such an error.

5. IF YOU CHANGE YOUR BOOKING

If, after our confirmation invoice has been issued, you wish to change
your travel arrangements in any way, for example your chosen departure
date or accommodation, we will do our utmost to make these changes,
provided they refer to the same holiday season, but this may not always
be possible. Any request for changes to be made must be in writing from
the person who made the booking or your travel agent. You will be asked
to pay an administration charge of £25 per person and any further cost
we incur in making this alteration. You should be aware that these costs
could increase the closer to the departure date that changes are made
and you should contact us as soon as possible.
NOTE: Certain travel arrangements (e.g. Apex Tickets) may not be
changeable after a reservation has been made and any alteration
request could incur a cancellation charge of up to 100% of that part of the
arrangements. Furthermore If your booking changes because someone
in your party cancels this may increase the overall cost of the holiday as it
may be necessary to levy under- occupancy or single room supplements.

6. IF YOU CANCEL YOUR HOLIDAY

You, or any member of your party, may cancel your travel arrangements
at any time. Written notification from the person who made the booking
or your travel agent on your behalf must be received at our offices. Since
we incur costs in cancelling your travel arrangements, you will have to
pay the cancellation charges shown below.
NOTE: If the reason for your cancellation is covered under the terms
of your insurance policy, you may be able to reclaim these charges.
CANCELLATION CHARGES
Written Notification Period
Prior to Departure
MORE THAN 70 DAYS DEPOSIT ONLY
70-57 DAYS			
			
56 - 29 DAYS 			
28 - 15 DAYS 			
14 - 8 DAYS 			
7 DAYS OR LESS 		

Amount Payable
30% of holiday cost
or deposit if greater
50%
““
70%
““
90%
““
100% of holiday cost

The above charges may differ for group bookings as well as special
promotional offers and you will be advised at time of booking.

7. IF WE CHANGE OR CANCEL YOUR HOLIDAY

As we plan your holiday arrangements many months in advance we
may occasionally have to make changes or cancel your booking and we
reserve the right to do so at any time. Changes - If we make a major
change to your holiday, we will inform you or your travel agent as soon as
reasonably possible if there is time before your departure. You will have
the choice of either accepting the change of arrangements, accepting an
offer of alternative travel arrangements of comparable standard from
us if available (we will refund any price difference if the alternative is
of a lower value), or cancelling your holiday and receiving a full refund
of all monies paid. In some cases we will also pay compensation (see
below). These options don’t apply for minor changes. Examples of minor
changes include alteration of your outward/return flights by less than 12
hours, changes to aircraft type, change of accommodation to another
of the same or higher standard, changes of carriers. Please note that
carriers such as airlines used in the brochure may be subject to change.
Cancellation - We will not cancel your travel arrangements less than 10
weeks before your departure date, except for reasons of force majeure
or failure by you to pay the final balance. We may cancel your holiday
before this date if, e.g., The minimum number of clients required for a
particular travel arrangement is not reached. If your holiday is cancelled
you can either have a refund of all monies paid or accept an offer of
alternative travel arrangements of comparable standard from us, if
available (we will refund any price difference if the alternative is of a
lower value).In some cases we will pay compensation. Compensation
- If we cancel or make a major change we will pay compensation as
detailed below except where the major change or cancellation arises due
to reasons of force majeure. The compensation that we offer does not
exclude you from claiming more if you are entitled to do so.
If we Cancel or make a major change to your holiday
Period before departure 		
Amount you will receive
We notify you 			
from us
MORE THAN (70) DAYS 			
(70 - 57) days 			
(56 - 29) days 			
(28 - 15) days 			
(14 - 8) days 				
7 days or less 			

NIL
£5
£10
£15
£20
£25

Force Majeure We will not pay you compensation if we have to
cancel or change your travel arrangements in any way because of
unusual or unforeseeable circumstances beyond our control. These
can include, for example, war, riot, industrial dispute, terrorist activity
and its consequences, natural or nuclear disaster, fire, adverse
weather conditions, epidemics and pandemics, unavoidable technical
problems with transport.

8. IF YOU HAVE A COMPLAINT

If you have a problem during your holiday, please inform the relevant
supplier (e.g. your hotelier) and our resort representative immediately who
will endeavour to put things right. If your complaint is not resolved locally,
please follow this up within 28 days of your return home by sending an
e-mail to our Customer Services Department at sales@cyplon.co.uk, giving
your booking reference and all other relevant information. Please keep
your letter concise and to the point. It is strongly recommended that you
communicate any complaint to the supplier of the services in question as
well as to our representative without delay and complete a report form
whilst in resort. If you fail to follow this simple procedure we will have been
deprived of the opportunity to investigate and rectify your complaint whilst
you were in resort and this may affect your rights under this contract.
Please also see clause 3 above on ABTA.

9. OUR LIABILITY TO YOU

If the contract we have with you is not performed or is improperly
performed by us or our suppliers we will pay you appropriate
compensation if this has affected the enjoyment of your travel
arrangements. However we will not be liable where any failure
in the performance of the contract is due to: you; or a third party
unconnected with the provision of the travel arrangements and
where the failure is unforeseeable or unavoidable; or unusual and
unforeseeable circumstances beyond our control, the consequences
of which could not have been avoided even if all due care had
been exercised; or an event which we or our suppliers, even with all
due care, could not foresee or forestall. Our liability, except in cases
involving death, injury or illness, shall be limited to a maximum of
two times the cost of your travel arrangements. Our liability will also
be limited in accordance with and/or in an identical manner to:
a) The contractual terms of the companies that provide the
transportation for your travel arrangements. These terms are
incorporated into this contract; and
b) Any relevant international convention, for example the Montreal
Convention in respect of travel by air, the Athens Convention in respect of
travel by sea, the Berne Convention in respect of travel by rail and the Paris
Convention in respect of the provision of accommodation, which limit
the amount of compensation that you can claim for death, injury, delay to
passengers and loss, damage and delay to luggage. We are to be regarded
as having all benefit of any limitation of compensation contained in these
or any conventions.
You can ask for copies of the transport companies’ contractual terms,
or the international conventions, from our offices at Cyplon Holidays,
246 Green Lanes, Palmers Green, London N13 5XT. Telephone 020 8340
7612. Under EU law (Regulation 261/2004) you have rights in some
circumstances to refunds and/or compensation from your airline in cases
of denied boarding, cancellation or delay to flights. Full details of these
rights will be publicised at EU airports and will also be available from
airlines. However reimbursement in such cases will not automatically
entitle you to a refund of your holiday cost from us. Your right to a refund
and/or compensation from us is set out in clause 7. If any payments
to you are due from us, any payment made to you by the airline will be
deducted from this amount.
NB this clause does not apply to any separate contracts that you may
enter into for excursions or activities whilst on holiday.

10. PROMPT ASSISTANCE IN RESORT

If the contract we have with you is not performed or is improperly
performed as a result of failures attributable to a third party unconnected
with the provision of the services, or as a result of failures due to unusual
and unforeseeable circumstances beyond our control, the consequences
of which could not have been avoided even if all due care had been
exercised, or an event which we or our suppliers, even with all due care,
could not foresee or forestall, and you suffer an injury or other material
loss, we will offer you such prompt assistance as is reasonable in the
circumstances.

11. PASSPORT, VISA AND IMMIGRATION REQUIREMENTS

Your specific passport and visa requirements, and other immigration
requirements are your responsibility and you should confirm these with the
relevant Embassies and/or Consulates. We do not accept any responsibility if
you cannot travel because you have not complied with any passport, visa or
immigration requirements.

12. EXCURSIONS

Excursions or other tours that you may choose to book or pay
for whilst you are on holiday are not part of your package holiday
provided by us. For any excursion or other tour that you book, your
contract will be with the operator of the excursion or tour and not
with us. We are not responsible for the provision of the excursion or
tour or for anything that happens during the course of its provision
by the operator.

13. DATA PROTECTION STATEMENT

Please be assured that we have measures in place to protect the
personal booking information held by us. This information will be
passed on to the principal and to the relevant suppliers of your
travel arrangements. The information may also be provided to public
authorities such as customs or immigration if required by them,
or as required by law. Certain information may also be passed on
to security or credit checking companies. If you travel outside the
European Economic Area, controls on data protection may not be as
strong as the legal requirements in this country. We will only pass your
information on to persons responsible for your travel arrangements.
This applies to any sensitive information that you give to us such as
details of any disabilities, or dietary/religious requirements. (If we
cannot pass this information to the relevant suppliers, whether in
the EEA or not, we will be unable to provide your booking. In making
this booking, you consent to this information being passed on to the
relevant persons.)

14. PASSENGER CONDUCT

We reserve the right to refuse to accept you as a customer, or to
continue dealing with you if your behaviour is disruptive or affects
other holidaymakers, or is threatening or abusive towards our staff or
agents in the UK or in resort, on the telephone, in writing or in person.
In such circumstances no refunds or compensation will be paid to
you. Civil or criminal proceedings may be instigated.

15. GENERAL HOLIDAY INFORMATION

General Holiday Information can be found on our website and forms
part of our terms and conditions. It is important that these are read
and understood before making a booking.
Visit: www.cyplon.co.uk/terms.phtml

For our latest offers and information visit www.cyplon.co.uk | 020 8340 7612
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FLIGHT TABLE

W

LONDON GATWICK
AIRPORT

LONDON HEATHROW
AIRPORT

LONDON LUTON
AIRPORT

MANCHESTER
AIRPORT

• TEL AVIV • JERUSALEM • DEAD SEA
• TIBERIUS • GALILEE

TLV

Q

Q

Q

Q

EILAT (ETH) AIRPORT

• EILAT

ETH

via TLV

via TLV

via TLV

via TLV

OVDA (VDA) AIRPORT

• EILAT

VDA

AMMAN (AMM)
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

• AMMAN • DEAD SEA • PETRA
• WADI RUM • AQABA

AMM

Q

AQABA (AQJ) AIRPORT

• AQABA • PETRA • WADI RUM

AQJ

via AMM

TEL AVIV (TLV)

RESORTS

INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

AIRPORT

AIRPORT CODE

herever you are based, with Cyplon Holidays you will
be offered a great deal of flexibility when arranging your
travel plans. Apart from the below we can offer you flights from
any regional airports to connect with any of these flights. All flight
information may be subject to change as airlines may change
their flight schedules without notice. Most airlines now demand
that tickets are issued at the time of reservation being made, in
which case the deposit will be increased accordingly and you will
be advised this at the time of booking.

Q

Red Canyon, Eilat, Israel
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For our latest offers and information visit www.cyplon.co.uk | 020 8340 7612
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H O L I D A Y S

H O L I D AY S

H O L I D AY S

H O L I D AY S

THE HOME OF MEDITERRANEAN HOLIDAYS

THE HOME OF MEDITERRANEAN HOLIDAYS

THE HOME OF MEDITERRANEAN HOLIDAYS

SUMMER 2016/17

ASK YOUR TRAVEL AGENT
Our package holidays can be booked
through all good travel agencies.

MALTA

CROATIA &

CYPRUS, GREECE
& HER ISLANDS

HER ISLANDS

ABTA No.V5573

SUMMER 2016/17

SICILY & SARDINIA

ABTA No.V5573

SUMMER 2016/17

ABTA No.V5573

WEDDINGS

H O L I D A Y S

THE HOME OF MEDITERRANEAN WEDDINGS

H O L I D A Y S

ISRAEL

EGYPT

CYPRUS & GREECE

WEDDINGS
HONEYMOONS & RENEWALS

& JORDAN

& MOROCCO

CYPLON HOLIDAYS - 246 Green Lanes
Palmers Green, London N13 5XT

TELEPHONE:
FAX: 		
EMAIL: 		
WEBSITE:

+44 (0)20 8340 7612
+44 (0)20 8348 7939
sales@cyplon.co.uk
www.cyplon.co.uk

MARCH - OCTOBER 2017

ABTA No.V5573

MARCH - OCTOBER 2017

ABTA No.V5573

ABTA No.V5573

WEDDINGS2016
2016 - 2017
MARCH
OCTOBER 2016

ABTA No.V5573

All our holidays are financially protected

All our holidays are financially protected

ABTA No.V5573

